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The future wireless communications systems should be able to oﬀer high speed
Internet access and multimedia communications. One major technological break-
through that will support the high data rate, required by such applications, is the
uses of multiple transmit and receive antennas. A system with multiple trans-
mit and receive antennas is often referred to as a multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) system. Various approaches to design codes, known as space-time codes
(STC), to be used in MIMO system have been proposed in recent years. Some
approaches are based on the receivers having some or complete knowledge of the
channels; some are based on both the receivers and the transmitters having some
or complete knowledge of the channels while others may employ a diﬀerential
scheme whereby the channels are completely unknown. The diﬀerential scheme
is apt in situation when it is not feasible to estimate the channel parameters, due
to the complexity involved and/or when the channel characteristics are changing
too rapidly.
The thesis deals with the error performance analysis of one such diﬀerential
scheme, which is the diﬀerential orthogonal space time block codes (DOSTBC)
utilizing M-ary phase shift keying. DOSTBC are able to achieve the maximum
diversity order inherent in a MIMO system with a simple linear symbol by symbol
vi
maximum likelihood decoder. This is in contrast to other STC schemes which
require joint detection of the transmitted symbols and are thus more complex.
The bit error probabilities (BEP) of DOSTBC, with M ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}, for
the static and independent generalized channels are obtained exclusively here. In
the independent generalized channels model, the channels observed by diﬀerent
transmit-receive antennas pairs are independent and they may exhibit diﬀerent
statistical properties. The Rayleigh, Nakagami-q, Nakagami-m, Rician , lognor-
mal shadowed, composite Nakagami-m lognormal, composite Rice-lognormal, the
Chun Loo’s land mobile satellite and a generalized Rice lognormal channels are
considered here. The static channels are assumed where the channel parameters
are treated as constants during two transmission block duration.
In the situation when the channels are block-wise static where the channel
parameters remain constants within a transmission block duration but ﬂuctu-
ate from block to block, the BEP of DOSTBC are derived for independent and
identically distributed (iid) Rayleigh channels and for iid Rician channels. For
the case of Rician channels, the power of the line of sight components between
diﬀerent transmit-receive antenna pairs are non-identical and the BEP are only
derived for M = 2. For the more general situation when the channels are assumed
symbol-wise static, an approximated BEP is proposed. The BEP of DOSTBC
are also derived for the iid block-wise static Rayleigh channels when suboptimal
diversity techniques, namely antenna selection combining schemes, are used.
Finally, we utilized the error performance results derived for DOSTBC and
benchmarked them against the performance of existing and newly proposed uni-
tary codes designed for diﬀerential unitary space-time modulation. Although, the
more general unitary codes may outperform the orthogonal codes in term of error
vii
performance, this is achieved at the expense of having a more complex detecting
algorithm. This trade-oﬀ has to be taken in account in system designs.
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Notation
a the scalar a
a˜ the complex number a˜
a the vector a
a˜ the complex vector a˜
A the scalar matrix A
A˜ the complex matrix A˜
(·)∗ the complex conjugate
(A)T the transpose of A
(A)H the conjugate transpose of A
j the imaginary unit (j =
√−1)
Re {a˜} , a˜R the real part of a˜
Im {a˜} , a˜I the imaginary part of a˜
E {·} , (·) the expectation operator
|A| the determinant of the matrix A
‖A‖ the Frobenius norm or Euclidean norm of the matrix A
Tr {A} the trace of the matrix A
rank {A} the rank of the matrix A
⊗ the Kronecker product
I the identity matrix
0 the zeros matrix
xv
p(x), f(x) the probability density function (pdf) of x
P (E) the probability of an event E
x ∼ N (μ,Λ) x is real-valued Gaussian random variable with mean μ
and covariance matrix Λ)
x˜ ∼ CN (μ˜,Λ) x˜ is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian with mean μ˜
and covariance matrix Λ
Z+ The set of non-negative integers.
xvi
Commonly used symbols
H˜ channel matrix (for frequency ﬂat channels)
M˜ the encoded message matrix
W˜ the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) matrix
X˜ the transmitted space-time block code matrix
Y˜ the received data matrix
Es expected sum of transmitted signals’ energy over all transmit
antennas
fd doppler bandwidth
Kntnr Rician K factor on the (nt, nr) branch
L number of symbol duration per STBC
M number of possible symbols in M-ary PSK
N0 power spectra density of additive white Gaussian noise
NR number of receive antennas
NT number of transmit antennas
Ns number of receive antennas selected for selection combining
Pb probability of a bit error
Ps probability of a symbol error





C the cardinality of the code
S Set of MPSK constellation points
γ¯ total average SNR for all receive antennas
γ¯nr average SNR for the nrth receive antenna
γ¯ntnr average SNR on the (nt, nr) branch
γ¯sym average SNR per symbol duration per receive antenna for iid
channels
γ¯bit total average SNR per bit per symbol duration for all receive
antennas
γ¯s,ntnr average SNR due to LOS component on the (nt, nr) branch
γ¯d,ntnr average SNR due to diﬀuse component on the (nt, nr) branch
γ total of the instantaneous SNR for all receive antennas
γnr instantaneous SNR for the nrth receive antennas
γntnr instantaneous SNR on the (nt, nr) branch
μl,ntnr mean of 10 log10 γntnr
μm,ntnr mean of 10 log10 γ¯ntnr
μs,ntnr mean of 10 log10 γ¯s,ntnr
μd,ntnr mean of 10 log10 γ¯d,ntnr
σl,ntnr standard deviation of 10 log10 γntnr
σm,ntnr standard deviation of 10 log10 γ¯ntnr
σs,ntnr standard deviation of 10 log10 γ¯s,ntnr
σd,ntnr standard deviation of 10 log10 γ¯d,ntnr
ρ(κ) block-wise correlation coeﬃcient of the channel parameter
on a particular branch
ρs(τ) symbol-wise correlation coeﬃcient of the channel parameter
on a particular branch
ρl,ntnr correlation coeﬃcient between the shadowing on the LOS and
on the diﬀuse components of the (nt, nr) channel
d˜i,nr Output from the linear combiner, corresponding to the message m˜i




AWGN Additive white Gaussian noise
BCFM Block-wise constant fading model
BEP Bit error probability/probabilities
BER Bit-error-rate
BLAST Bell Laboratories layered space-time
BPSK Binary phase-shift keying
CDMA Code division multiple access
CSI Channel state information
DOSTBC Diﬀerential orthogonal space-time block code/codes/coding
DPSK Diﬀerential Phase Shift Keying
DUSTM Diﬀerential unitary space-time modulation
FOB First-order Butterworth
GQGRV General quadratic form in complex valued Gaussian random variables
iid Independent and identically distributed
LM Land mobile
LN Lognormal
LOS Line of sight
LST layered space-time
MGF Moment Generating Function
MIMO Multiple-input multiple output
ML maximum Likelihood
MO Maximum output xx
MPSK M-ary Phase Shift Keying
MRC Maximum ratio combining
OFDM Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
OSTBC Orthogonal space-time block code/codes/coding
pdf probability density function
PWEP Pairwise error probability
RLN Rice Lognormal
S+N Signal-plus-noise
SIMO Single-input multiple output
SISO Single-input single output
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
STBC Space time block code/codes
STC Space-time code/codes
STTC Space-time trellis code/codes




With the spectacular growth in Internet and mobile communication services, fu-
ture telecommunications would need to support reliable transmission at very high
data rate. In the fourth generation of cellular mobile, for example, interactive
multimedia services (teleconferencing, wireless Internet, etc) are introduced and
this require much higher data rates, than those available with the current radio
technology. However, wireless channel has certain inherent impairment which
makes the reliable transmission of data at very high rate diﬃcult. Besides ad-
ditive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the wireless channel also introduces mul-
tipath fading and interferences. When a signal undergoes a severe fade, it is
impossible for the receiver to determine the transmitted signal unless some less-
attenuated replica of the transmitted signal is provided to the receiver at another
time or via another path. The use of diversity to combat fading is well known.
1
2Diversity provides wireless link improvement and there are a wide range of di-
versity implementations, many of which are very practical and which provide
signiﬁcant link improvement at relatively low cost.
There are two types of fading- small scale and large scale fading. Small scale
fading is characterized by deep and rapid amplitude ﬂuctuations which occur
as the mobile moves over distances of just a few wavelengths. These fades are
caused by multi-path reﬂections from the surroundings in the vicinity of the mo-
bile. Small-scale fading typically results in a Rayleigh distributed received signal
envelope over small distances. We could make use of antenna or space diversity
where two or more receiver antennas are separated by a fraction of a meter, for
example, to combat the fade as the probability that all the antennas simulta-
neously receiving a null is low. The best received signal can then be selected.
In fact, cellular communication systems today use receive diversity at the base
station. For example, a base station in the Global System for Mobile Communi-
cations [1] is typically equipped with two receive antennas to improve the uplink
performance without adding any cost, size or power consumption to the mobile.
Large scale fading is caused by shadowing due to the variations in both the ter-
rain proﬁle and the nature of the surroundings. In deeply shadowed conditions,
the received signal strength at the mobile can drop well below that of free space
propagation. To combat the fade, several replica of the same signals could be
3transmitted from diﬀerent base station and the signal from the base station that
is not shadowed can be selected. Beside space diversity, there are other techniques
for diversity. These techniques are polarization diversity, frequency diversity and
time diversity. The main aim of these techniques is to provide the receiver(s) with
various versions or replicas of the message signals through diﬀerent dimensions
(space, time or frequency). It is shown that by combining the eﬀect of space
and time diversity, via the use of multiple transmit and/or receive antennas, on
a scattering rich wireless channel, we could get higher data rates than traditional
single transmit/receive antenna systems [2] [3] [4]. Hence, researchers have been
working on physical layer designs (channel coding, modulation and diversity), for
multiple antennas system, that operate at bandwidth eﬃciencies that are much
higher than today’s system. The coding system that is able to exploit the capac-
ity promise by this multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system is known as
space-time codes (STC).
STC capitalize upon parallel transmission paths within the wireless channel
to improve bandwidth eﬃciency. The early works of Wittneben [5], Winters [6]
and more recent works of Teletar [2], Foschini and Gans [3], Tarokh et al. [7],
Marzetta and Hochward [4] spearheaded the development of STC and escalated
the amount of research activities in this area of research.
41.1 Space-Time Codes
The fundamental principle of STC is illustrated in Figure 1.1 From an input
stream of information bits, the input symbol is encoded by the space time encoder
into NT code vectors of time length L forming a L×NT code matrix. The row of
the matrix will be transmitted simultaneously over the NT numbers of transmit
antennas. The entries of the vector are complex baseband representation of the
symbols to be modulated and transmitted on the transmitter antenna. We could,























































Figure 1.1: System Block Diagram of communications system using Space-Time
code.
We will assume a non-dispersive channel. The receiver simultaneously detects
5all the elements of a row of the receiver matrix using a single symbol-matched
ﬁlter per receive antenna. These detection outputs are built up into a matrix
detection statistic. In fact, every element of the receive matrix is a superposition
of the multiple simultaneous transmissions, as seen at each receiver antenna. The
information bits are then decoded from the received matrix.
Traditionally the two scenarios of interest are when the receivers have knowl-
edge of the channel propagation coeﬃcients and when the receivers do not have
knowledge of the channel propagation coeﬃcients. The receivers could obtain
knowledge of the channel propagation coeﬃcients through training. The space-
time coding techniques when the channel propagation coeﬃents are known at
the receivers include space-time block codes (STBC) [8] [9] [10] , space-time
trellis codes (STTC) [7] [11] [12], space-time concatenated codes (which include
space-time turbo codes, serial concatenated codes, etc) and the layered space-
time (LST) codes -which include Bell Laboratories layered space-time scheme
(BLAST) [13] proposed by Bell Laboratories. When the channel propagation
coeﬃcients are not known at the receivers, the space-time coding techniques in-
clude the unitary space-time modulation (USTM) [14], the diﬀerential USTM
(DUSTM) [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and the Turbo and Trellis coding with
USTM/DUSTM [21] [22] [23] [24].
We will ﬁrst brieﬂy introduce the coding techniques that require knowledge
6of the channel propagation coeﬃcients at the receivers. In STBC, the space-time
encoder operates on a block of input symbols to produce a matrix output. The
STBC provide diversity gains (which is manifested by a decrease in the slope
of the error rate versus signal to noise ratio (SNR) graph) but not coding gains
(coding gains result in a horizontal left shift of the error rate versus SNR graph)
in general, unless they are concatenated with an outer code. Various forms of
concatenated STBC, such as turbo-trellis coded modulation [25] [26], have been
proposed to provide both diversity and coding gains. In STTC, the encoder oper-
ates on one input symbol at a time to produce a vector symbols. These symbols
are transmitted in parallel across the transmit antennas. STTC provide both di-
versity gains and coding gains in general. STC with layered architecture was ﬁrst
proposed by Foschini [13]-BLAST. The simplest BLAST architecture proposed is
the vertical-BLAST (VBLAST). In the VBLAST encoder, the information stream
is passed through a serial-to-parallel converter, and the resulting NT information
streams are simultaneously transmitted across the NT transmit antennas, in the
same frequency band. At the receiver, powerful signal processing techniques are
used to separate the transmitted signals. The outputs of the decoders are multi-
plexed back to reconstruct the estimate of the original information bits stream.
The signal processing techniques used include the maximum likelihood (ML) de-
tector, the zero forcing and cancellation detector and the nulling and successive
7cancellation detector, among others. The VBLAST system could be combined
with a conventional block or convolution codes and interleaver to improve the
performance of the system. Depending on how the error control coding is imple-
mented and on how the symbols are assigned to the transmit antennas, various
versions of LST architecture have been proposed (Horizonal-BLAST, Diagonal-
BLAST [13], threaded LST architecture [27], etc). If the channels are slowly time
varying, the STC techniques introduced above are viable solutions as it would
be possible to estimate the channel matrix via a training-based approach. How-
ever, these approaches will not work if the channels are rapidly time varying.
Moreover, a training-based approach will reduce the achievable data rate due to
the transmission of pilot symbols and the complexity of the channel estimators
will increase exponentially with the increase in the number of transmit antennas.
Thus the STC techniques which do not require knowledge of the channel propa-
gation coeﬃcients oﬀer attractive alternative when it is not feasible to estimate
these coeﬃcients.
We will next brieﬂy introduce the STC techniques which do not require knowl-
edge of the channel propagation coeﬃcients. They can be categorized into USTM
and DUSTM. USTM is ﬁrst suggested by Marzetta and Hochwald [4] for trans-
mission over a piecewise constant channel. In USTM, complex-valued signals
that are orthonormal with respect to time are transmitted among the diﬀerent
8transmit antennas. The message information is carried in the subspace spanned
by the orthonormal columns (the direction) of the unitary matrix, i.e., we can
interpret the complex signal constellations as vector function of time and the
message information is carried in the directions of these vectors. To extend the
coding scheme to a continuously varying channel in which the channels are ap-
proximately constant over two block intervals, the DUSTM scheme is developed
by Hochwald and Sweldens in [17]. The DUSTM scheme includes the diﬀerential
orthogonal STBC (DOSTBC) that was proposed by Tarokh and Jafarkharni [15].
The concept of DUSTM is identical to the conventional diﬀerential phase-shift
keying (DPSK) [28] in the single transmit antenna system, except that the dif-
ferential encoder and diﬀerential decoder use matrix multiplication in the former
while scalar multiplication is used in the latter. We will describe DUSTM in
detailed in section 2.2 as the focus of our works here are primarily in DUSTM.
In particular, we will study the performance of DOSTBC in detail.
1.2 Contributions
While all the BEP results for DOSTBC in the literature have been restricted
to identically distributed channels [29] [30] [31] [32], or semi-identically distrib-
uted channels [33] , it is more practical to consider non-identical channels as the
9propagation paths linking diﬀerent transmit-receive antennas pairs will be diﬀer-
ent in reality. Semi-identically distributed channels refer to the situation where
the channel path gains associated with a common receive antenna are identically
distributed, but the ones associated with a common transmit antenna are not.
In reality, diﬀerent transmit-receive antennas’ paths could have diﬀerent statisti-
cal properties (especially so when the transmit and/or the receive antennas are
spaced far apart). Hence, it is of practical interest to obtain the theoretical BEP
for the non-identical channels case. We will consider the BEP of DOSTBC for
the non-identical channels here. Our results can be viewed as a generalization
of the BEP of the conventional DPSK for the non-identical channels [34] [35]to
the MIMO system. However, we would like to highlight that our results, when
applied to the SIMO system, are more accurate than the BEP results in Simon
and Alouini [34] because the BEP in [34] is obtained as a limiting case only
whereas our results are not. Using our results, the BEP for the SIMO system
can be readily obtained without having to ﬁnd or to approximate the limiting
value. In addition, our results include the analysis for the Rice-lognormal (RLN)
channel [36], the Chun Loo’s land mobile satellite channel [37] [38](which we shall
refer to as the Chun Loo’s RLN channel and an innovative generalized RLN chan-
nel [39], all which were previously not considered in [34]. It is also noted that
existing BEP results for DOSTBC in the literature are restricted to transmission
10
with square matrices only. Our results, here, are applicable to both the square
and non-square cases.
Although the results obtained for the non-identical channels are useful as they
can be used to predict the system performance under various channels environ-
ment, they are not able to predict the error ﬂoor as the BEP are derived with
the static channels model. Hence, the results are too optimistic at the high SNR
region. The BEP for DOSTBC with the Alamouti’s scheme (two transmit an-
tennas) [8] [15], when BPSK is used in the message symbol mapping, have been
derived in [31] for the independent and identically distributed (iid) and time vary-
ing Rayleigh channels. The moment generating function (MGF)-based approach,
which requires the computations of eigenvalues, [34] [35] was used in all these
paper. Here, we will derive simple closed-form BEP expressions, which do not
require the computations of eigenvalues, of the DOSTBC for the iid time varying
Rayleigh channels. The results are applicable to DOSTBC with square trans-
mission matrices and with MPSK (M ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}) mapping. The results are
exact for M = 2, 4 and they oﬀer good approximations for M = 8, 16. For the iid
time varying Rician channels, we obtained exact BEP for DOSTBC for the two
transmit antenna scheme when BPSK is used in the message symbol mapping.
To this point, we have assumed that the detector combined the decision vari-
ables from all the available receive antennas to make a decision. It is clear that
11
this technique is analogous to the maximum ratio combining in the sense that
all the available branches are used, therefore the complexity of the receiver is de-
pendent on the number of branches. So it is of practical and academic interests
to evaluate the BEP when some other suboptimal diversity techniques, namely
antenna selection combining schemes, are used. Classical antenna selection com-
bining scheme has been proposed and analyzed in [41] [42] [43] for the SIMO
system using DPSK where one receive branch was selected from NR receive an-
tenna for decision making. The selection criteria includes using the branch with
the highest baseband SNR, using the branch with the maximum signal-plus-noise
and using the branch with the maximum output for data recovery. We will gener-
alize these traditional selection schemes to the general antenna selection scheme
for MIMO system, whereby Ns branches are selected for decision making. A gen-
eral framework to analyze the performance, when BPSK is used for the message
symbol mapping, will be presented.
Although DOSTBC is useful as it uses unsophisticated detector, there exists
limited orthogonal designs that can be used for diﬀerential modulation. The more
general unitary designs do not share the same limitation of the orthogonal designs
and it is possible to ﬁnd unitary designs for DUSTM for an arbitrary number of
transmit antennas and at an arbitrary code rate [17] [18]. The challenge remains
in the search for unitary constellations that result in good system performance.
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Here, we will make use of the error performance results derived for DOSTBC and
benchmarked it against the performance of existing DUSTM constellations. We
will also propose new and improved unitary signal constellations for DUSTM. We
hope that the proposed designs can stimulate further works in these areas.
1.3 Organization of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. The system model and the description of
DUSTM, which include DOSTBC, will be presented in chapter 2. The deriva-
tion of the BEP for DOSTBC for the generalized channels, will be presented in
chapter 3. In chapter 4, we derived the BEP for the DOSTBC for the block-wise
static channels. The Rayleigh and the Rician channels will be considered. For
the symbol-wise static channels, an estimated BEP will be proposed. In chapter
5, we generalized the various traditional selection combining schemes to MIMO
system using DOSTBC, and we derived the BEP for the proposed generalized
selection combining schemes. The iid time(block)-varying Rayleigh channels will
be considered. Simulations are conducted to verify the various BEP results de-
rived. Some implications of the BEP results to actual system designs will also be
discussed. In chapter 6, we compared the performance of DOSTBC with existing
USTM constellations. We will also propose new and improved unitary signal
constellations for DUSTM. As DOSTBC is a special case of DUSTM, DUSTM
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will perform better than DOSTBC in general. However, DUSTM will result in
a more complex detection algorithm and this trade-oﬀ between complexity and
performance has to be considered in system designs. We concluded the thesis in
chapter 7. We will highlight some applications of the tools developed here and
suggest some directions for future work.
Chapter 2
MIMO System Model and
Diﬀerential STBC with unknown
CSI
In the ﬁrst part of the chapter, we model a multiple antennas wireless commu-
nication system and obtain the input-output relation for the MIMO system. We
will adopt the standard complex baseband representation of narrowband signals.
With the assumption that the channels are linear, the input-output relation can
be easily expressed in a matrix algebraic framework. We shall discuss the case
when the channels are frequency ﬂat, i.e., the transmitted signal bandwidth is
narrow enough, so that the channel’s frequency response can be considered as ﬂat
14
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over the signal frequency band. We will consider the slow fading case, i.e., the
channel variation is slower then the baseband signal variation such that the chan-
nel is approximately invariant over several symbol durations. In particular, we
will assume the channels to follow the block-wise constant fading model (BCFM)
in which the channels are approximately constant over a block duration and they
ﬂuctuate from one transmission block to another and the channel model includes
the static channel model as a special case.
In practice, the channels are likely to be frequency-selective due to bandwidth
demanding telecommunications services. Our assumption of ﬂat fading allows
mathematical tractability and can be applied in an orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM)-based scheme [46] or in the time domain by combining
the MIMO detector with an equalizer [47] [48]. The OFDM provides a set of
parallel ﬂat-fading channels. Consequently, the MIMO transmission techniques
can be readily applied in the frequency domain, i.e., each OFDM sub-carrier can
be thought of as a ﬂat-fading channel and the system considered here applies to
each of the OFDM sub-carriers.
In the second part of the chapter, we will give a brief description of dif-
ferential modulation for MIMO system, where neither the transmitter nor the
receiver knows the fading coeﬃcients of the channel. The diﬀerential modula-
tion for MIMO system can be seen as a natural extension of the standard DPSK
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commonly used in the single input multiple output (SIMO) or the single in-
put single output (SISO) unknown-channel systems. Diﬀerential modulation for
MIMO system was ﬁrst proposed by Tarokh and Jafarkhani [15] for the two an-
tenna systems and utilizing the Alamouti’s [8] STBC. The same scheme was later
extended in [16] by the same authors to the generalized orthogonal designs [9].
Simple encoding and decoding algorithms were provided in the papers. The
maximum likelihood detector is implemented as a linear combiner which makes
independent decision on each message symbol. However, the decoding algorithm
was developed based on heuristic considerations and for the static channels. A
deeper insight into the problem was provided by Hochwald and Sweldens [17]
and Hughes [18], who developed a general framework to diﬀerential modulation
for MIMO system based on the more general unitary codes [14], [44]. In these
papers, bounds on the error performance and the conventional diﬀerential detec-
tor are derived under the assumption that the channels can be assumed to be
static over at least two consecutive blocks. The approach in [17] and [18] is more
straightforward than that presented in [15] and [16]. Moreover, their interpreta-
tion of the diﬀerential encoder and diﬀerential decoder is easier to comprehend
than that of [15] and [16], as the diﬀerential encoder and diﬀerential decoder
are represented, respectively, as the matrix equivalent of the diﬀerential encoder
and product detector used in conventional DPSK. The same diﬀerential detector
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was shown to be optimal in the maximum likelihood sense under the BCFM as-
sumption in Chiavaccini and Vitetta [31]. We note that the detector presented
in [17] [18] does not readily transform itself to the simple combiner of [15] [16].
We will, hence, present a simple formulation that will yield the simple result
of [15] and [16], starting from the simple approach presented in [17] and [18].
The simple result enables us to write down the diﬀerential detector for the 4× 4,
rate-3
4
orthogonal scheme, which is previously not available in the literature.
2.1 System Model
We consider a wireless communication system with NT transmit and NR receive
antennas operating in a frequency ﬂat BCFM environment. It is assumed that
the antennas are spaced more than the coherent distance so that the channel coef-
ﬁcients for diﬀerent transmit-receive antenna pairs are statistically independent.
Let the (nt, nr)th branch denote the channel from the ntth transmit to the nrth
receive antenna. Each OSTBC spans L symbol durations and we shall use k to
index these code blocks. We shall denote the symbol duration as Ts and the block
duration as TB,i.e., TB = LTs. The transmitted codeword for the kth block can
be represented as an L×NT complex matrix, X˜(k) whose ntth column contains
the symbols transmitted on the ntth antenna as a function of time. The (l, nt)th
element of the transmitted matrix will be denoted by x˜lnt(k). The transmitted
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matrices (signals) are normalized so that the expected sum of the transmitted





{|x˜lnt(k)|2} = Es. (2.1.1)
The received signals for the kth block can be written as an L ×NR complex
matrix, Y˜(k), whose nrth column, y˜nr(k), contains the symbols received on the
nrth antenna as a function of time. The receive signal at antenna nr at the lth
symbol interval during the kth block reception is given by the (l, nr)th element
of Y˜(k) and it is denoted by y˜lnr(k) . The received signals are corrupted by
AGWN that are statistically independent among the receive antennas and also
independent from one symbol to the next. Likewise, the L×NR complex matrix,
W˜(k), will denote the AWGN for the kth block reception with its (l, nr)th element
denoted by w˜lnr(k). We shall denote the complex fading coeﬃcient from the ntth
transmit antenna to the nrth receive antenna, at block k, by h˜ntnr(k). Hence,
the received signal for the lth symbol interval during the kth block reception at




x˜lnt(k)h˜ntnr(k) + w˜lnr(k), l = 1, . . . , L. (2.1.2)
The AWGN, w˜lnr(k), are modeled as independent complex samples of a com-
plex Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance N0. For a given
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transmit-receive antenna pair, h˜ntnr(k) is correlated in the time (block) domain
and we will further assume that its autocorrelation is real and we will denote its
autocorrelation as
2Rntnr(κ) = E[h˜ntnr(k + κ)h˜
∗
ntnr(k)], (2.1.3)










2Rnt,nr(0). The average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per symbol duration on the























is the average SNR per symbol duration of the (nt, nr)th branch. The total






In the same way, we shall denote the instantaneous SNR per symbol of the
(nt, nr)th branch, the instantaneous SNR per symbol on the nrth receive antenna
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and the total of the instantaneous SNR for all the NR receive antennas by γntnr ,
γnr and γ respectively.
We shall denote the NT × NR complex channel matrix as H˜(k). It follows
from (2.1.2) that the complex L × NR receive signal matrix, Y˜(k), for the kth
block can be written as
Y˜(k) = X˜(k)H˜(k) + W˜(k). (2.1.8)
2.2 Diﬀerential Unitary Space-TimeModulation
The use of matrix multiplication in diﬀerential encoding was ﬁrst introduced
in [17] and [18] for DUSTM. This diﬀerential encoding scheme is similar to the
DPSK except that the latter uses the usual scalar multiplication while the former




G˜0, G˜1, · · · , G˜C−1
}
be a ﬁnite set of L×L unitary matrices which
form a unitary signal constellation. The positive integer C ≥2 denotes the car-
dinality of the unitary constellation. Suppose we transmit X˜(k − 1) in block
k − 1, and the message to be transmitted in block k is mapped onto G˜c(k),
which we shall refer to as the current message matrix. The diﬀerential encoded
matrix, X˜(k), to be transmitted in the kth block is obtained by multiplying the
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previously transmitted codeword, X˜(k − 1), by the current message matrix, i.e.,
X˜(k) = G˜c(k)X˜(k − 1). (2.2.1)
The initial reference matrix, X˜(0), is a L×NT unitary matrix satisfying X˜(0)HX˜(0)
= LEs
NT
I, with NT ≤ L, and which adapts the matrices in G for transmission with
NT transmit antennas. The code rate in this case is (log2 C)/L bits per symbol
duration.
The unitary structure of the transmitted codewords enables diﬀerential de-
tection. The maximum likelihood detector, for the static fading case, is given
by [17] as
Ĝc(k) = arg min
c=0,...,C−1
‖Y˜(k)− G˜cY˜(k − 1)‖2, (2.2.2)
where ‖A‖ = √Tr {AHA} denotes the Frobenius norm or Euclidean norm of
the matrix A and Tr {A} denotes the trace of a matrix. The above detector for
the static channel is still optimal under the BCFM assumption [31]. Next, we
will show how the above detector can be interpreted as the matrix equivalent of
the product detector in DPSK. Since the removal and inclusion of any constant
terms do not aﬀect the maximum likelihood decision and using the fact that
Tr(AB) = Tr(BA), we could transform the above detector to
Ĝc(k) = arg min
c=0,...,C−1
‖G˜c − Y˜(k)Y˜H(k − 1)‖2. (2.2.3)
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This matrix product detector computes Y˜(k)Y˜H(k−1) =∑NRnr=1 y˜nr(k)y˜Hnr(k−1)
to decode the message matrix.
Special case : Diﬀerential Orthogonal Space-Time Block codes
A candidate for DUSTM is the square OSTBC, utilizing MPSK mapping. Square
orthogonal STBC exists for a limited number of transmit antenna conﬁgurations,
namely, two, four and eight transmit antennas. When transmitting complex
signals, we could achieve a maximum code rate, r, of 1, 3/4 and 1/2 respectively;
using two, four and eight transmit antennas with square orthogonal designs [16].
An advantage of using the DOSTBC is that the decision for each individual
message symbol can be decoupled instead of decoding the message matrix as a
single block. We will next look at these orthogonal designs and their decoupled
symbol by symbol detector.









where m˜i(k), i = 1, . . . rL, carry the message information and they are complex
signal symbol chosen from the unit energy MPSK constellation, S. We could
simplify the detector (2.2.3) for orthogonal design, after dropping the constant
terms, to obtain the symbol-by-symbol detector which is given generally by










, i = 1, . . . , rL, (2.2.5)
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where d˜i,nr is the output from the linear combiner at the nr receiver and which
can be used to decode the message m˜i(k). For the L = 2, rate r = 1, Alamouti’s
design, d˜1,nr and d˜2,nr are given, respectively, by
d˜1,nr = y˜1nr(k)y˜
∗




2nr(k − 1)− y˜∗2nr(k)y˜1nr(k − 1). (2.2.7)
For the L = 4, rate r = 1
2













−m˜I1(k) m˜R1 (k) −m˜I2(k) m˜R2 (k)
−m˜R2 (k) m˜I2(k) m˜R1 (k) −m˜I1(k)
−m˜I1(k) −m˜R1 (k) m˜I1(k) m˜R1 (k)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (2.2.8)
Here, m˜R and m˜I denote the real and imaginary part of m˜, respectively. Similarly,






























The L = 8, rate r = 1
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−m˜I1(k) m˜R1 (k) m˜I2(k) −m˜R2 (k) m˜I3(k) −m˜R4 (k) −m˜I4(k) m˜R3 (k)
−m˜R2 (k) −m˜I2(k) m˜R1 (k) m˜I1(k) m˜R4 (k) m˜I4(k) −m˜R3 (k) −m˜I3(k)
−m˜I2(k) m˜R2 (k) −m˜I1(k) m˜R1 (k) m˜I4(k) −m˜R4 (k) m˜I3(k) −m˜R3 (k)
−m˜R3 (k) −m˜I3(k) −m˜R4 (k) −m˜I4(k) m˜R1 (k) m˜I1(k) m˜R2 (k) m˜I2(k)
−m˜I3(k) m˜R3 (k) −m˜I4(k) m˜R4 (k) −m˜I1(k) m˜R1 (k) −m˜I2(k) m˜R2 (k)
−m˜R4 (k) m˜I4(k) m˜R3 (k) −m˜I3(k) −m˜R2 (k) m˜I2(k) m˜R1 (k) −m˜I1(k)
































The d˜i,n, i = 1, . . . , 4 in the symbol by symbol detector (2.2.5) can be obtained













2n(k − 1)− y˜2n(k)y˜∗1n(k − 1)
+ y˜3n(k)y˜
∗
4n(k − 1)− y˜4n(k)y˜∗3n(k − 1) + y˜5n(k)y˜∗6n(k − 1)− y˜6n(k)y˜∗5n(k − 1)
− y˜7n(k)y˜∗8n(k − 1) + y˜8n(k)y˜∗7n(k − 1)
)
(2.2.12)
Finally, for the L = 4, rate r = 3
4






















−m˜R2 (k) + jm˜I1(k) −m˜R1 (k)− jm˜I2(k)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
(2.2.13)
and we require the computation of
d˜1,n =y˜ln(k)y˜
∗




3n(k − 1) + y˜4n(k)y˜∗4n(k − 1)
)
+ j · Im(y˜3n(k)y˜∗4n(k − 1) + y˜4n(k)y˜∗3n(k − 1)) (2.2.14)
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in order to make a decision on m˜1(k).
New orthogonal designs can always be generated from any of the above orthog-
onal designs via unitary transformation [17]. For example, we can ﬁnd alternate
but useful form for (2.2.11) and (2.2.13) in the paper by Tirkkonen and Hotti-
nen [49], and using these alternate form as the coding matrix will result in new
decision variables with fewer terms. For illustration purposes, we will look at the





m˜1(k) m˜2(k) m˜3(k) 0
−m˜∗2(k) m˜∗1(k) 0 −m˜3(k)
−m˜∗3(k) 0 m˜∗1(k) m˜2(k)
0 −m˜∗3(k) −m˜∗2(k) m˜1(k)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (2.2.15)
from which we derived at d˜1 = y˜ln(k)y˜
∗
ln(k−1)+ y˜∗2n(k)y˜2n(k−1)+ y˜3n(k)y˜∗3n(k−
1) + y˜∗4n(k)y˜4n(k − 1). Ganesan and Stoica [19] generalized the representation
of orthogonal designs by proposing an uniﬁed treatment on the encoding and
decoding of DOSTBC based on the amicable orthogonal designs. In the amicable
orthogonal designs, the messages symbols m˜1(k), . . . , m˜rL(k), are mapped onto an








. The matrices Ui and Vi satisfy the orthogonality conditions
given in [19].
Although there are inﬁnite ways in which we can mapped our message symbols
as a result of unitary transformation due to left- or right- multiplication of unitary
matrix, the error performance is invariant to such signal transformations [17].
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This property is important in error performance studies as we need to carry out
the error performance analysis for the speciﬁc orthogonal matrices in [16] only






In this chapter, we derive the BEP of Space Time Block codes using orthogo-
nal designs with diﬀerential encoding and diﬀerential decoding over static non-
identical channels. The M-ary Phase Shift Keying (MPSK), where M=2, 4, 8
and 16, is considered here. The channels are assumed to be static and indepen-
dent across diﬀerent transmit-receive antennas pairs. While most of the BEP
results for DOSTBC in the literature have been restricted to identically distrib-
uted channels [29] [30] [31] [32], or semi-identically distributed channels [33] ,
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it is more practical to consider non-identical channels as the propagation paths
observed by diﬀerent transmit-receive antennas pairs will be diﬀerent in reality.
The semi-identical distributed channels refer to the situations where the channel
gains associated with a common receive antenna are identically distributed, but
the ones associated with a common transmit antenna are not. The maximum
likelihood detector (2.2.5) will be used . We will formulate here, exclusively, the
BEP of DOSTBC for the non-identical channels case. Thus, diﬀerent transmit-
receive antennas’ paths could have diﬀerent mean square path gains and the paths
could also follow diﬀerent distributions.
The theoretical BEP results for the DOSTBC in the literature are limited
to the simple Rayleigh channels or the Rician channels only [31] [33] [50]. We
will remove the restriction here such that our BEP results will be general enough
to cover a wide range of channel models. We will consider the Rayleigh [51],
Nakagami-q (Hoyt) [52], Nakagami-m [53], Rician (Nakagami-n) [54], Lognor-
mal(LN) shadowing [41] , composite Nakagami-m lognormal (Nakagami-m LN)
[41] [55] , composite Rice-Lognormal (RLN) [36] channel, the Chun Loo’s Land
Mobile Satellite (Chun Loo’s RLN) [37] [38] and a generalized RLN channels [39],
which we will elaborate later in this section. The results can be directly applied to
the combined(time-shared) shadowed/unshadowed channels [56]. The identical
channels and semi-identical channels would be special cases of the general results
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presented here. The BEP results obtained would enable us to study the perfor-
mance of the codes under various channel environment (mobile channel with(out)
LOS components, ship-to-ship link, satellite links, ionospheric radio links, etc).
Our results are easy to use as they are expressed as ﬁnite sums and/or integrals
with ﬁnite limits and which can be readily evaluated numerically.
In addition, existing BEP results for the DOSTBC are either applicable to
the Alamouti’s scheme only (i.e. two transmit antenna case) or in the event
when the results are applicable to more than two transmit antenna, they are
limited to transmission with square matrices only, i.e. L = NT , as the condition
X˜(k)X˜(k)H = EsI has been imposed in the analysis. Our BEP results here are
applicable to non-square transmission as well as square-transmission. Non-square
transmission are adapted from square transmission matrix via the elimination of
(L−NT ) columns from a L× L matrix.
Our results can be viewed as an extension of the single input multiple out-
put (SIMO) results in Simon and Alouini [34]. Simon and Alouini [34] gave a
detailed treatment to the error performance analysis for the SIMO system for
noncoherent and diﬀerentially coherent modulations over non-identical channels.
Simon and Alouini have considered the Rayleigh, Nakagami-q , Nakagami-m,
Nakagami-n, LN shadowing, Nakagami-m LN and the combined(time-shared)
shadowed/unshadowed channels. Here, we shall extend their works further to
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our multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system and to further include the
BEP analysis for the RLN channel, the Chun Loo’s RLN channel and the gener-
alized GLN channel. The results for our MIMO system include the single input
single output(SISO) and the SIMO systems as special cases. We would like to
point out that the performance of DPSK for the general fading cases in Simon
and Alouini [34] is solved as a limiting case only whereas our results here are not.
Hence, our results for the SIMO system are more accurate and can be readily
applied without having to ﬁnd or to approximate the limiting value.
In the generalized RLN channel model, the channel consists of a line of sight
(LOS) and a diﬀuse component. The LOS and the diﬀuse components undergo
diﬀerent shadowing. The shadowing on the LOS and diﬀuse components are
modeled as correlated LN distributions with diﬀerent means and variances for
the LOS and the diﬀused components. For the special case when only the LOS
component is shadowed, our generalized RLN channel reduces to the Chun Loo’s
RLN channel and when the two shadowing are identical, our generalized RLN
reduces to the RLN channel. In the absence of the LOS component, our gen-
eralized RLN channel reduces to the Suziki’s channel [57], which we shall refer
to as the Rayleigh-lognormal (Rayleigh LN) channel. The Susuki’s channel is a
special case of the Nakagami-m LN channel with m set to 1. Hence, the general-
ized RLN channel generalizes the RLN and the Chun Loo’s RLN channel. The
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concept of correlated shadowing is not new [58] [59] [60]. In these works, the
correlation between the shadowing on the desired and the interfering signals are
being considered. However, there are limited works in the literature that consider
the correlation of the shadowing between the LOS and the diﬀuse components of
a desired signal itself. Consequently, the eﬀects due to the correlated shadowing
between the LOS and the diﬀuse signals are not available in the literature and
we will study these eﬀects using the BEP results obtained here. We note that
Vatalaro [40] has also proposed to reconcile the RLN and the Chun Loo’s RLN
channels in a rather ad-hoc manner by dividing the channel as the summation
of two independent components: a ﬁrst component which is a shadowed Rician
channel, and a second component which is an unshadowed Rayleigh component
and which has independent power from the ﬁrst. This generalized RLN channel
proposed by Vatalaro does not have intuitive interpretation as the generalized
RLN considered here. Moreover, the Vatalaro’s generalized RLN channel does
not contain the correlation information between the LOS and diﬀuse components.
Consequently, it will not be considered here
The probability density function (pdf) of the fading channels considered here,
with the exception of the RLN, Chun Loo’s RLN and the generalized RLN chan-
nels, can be found in Table 2 of [34]. We have reproduced the table with the
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inclusion of the pdf of the RLN, Chun Loo’s RLN and the generalized RLN chan-
nels, here as Table 3.1. For simplicity, the subscript (ntnr) has been omitted
from the notations in the table. The pdfs of two correlated lognormal processes
are also included in the same table. In general, we shall denote the pdf of the in-
stantaneous SNR, γntnr , of the (nt, nr)th fading branch as p(γntnr ; {·}ntnr), where
{·}ntnr are the parameters associated with the instantaneous pdf on the (ntnr)
branch.
3.1 BEP Analysis
The system model is depicted in section 2.1. For the static channel, we have
H˜(k) = H˜(k − 1). Diﬀerential encoding and diﬀerential decoding is done as in
section 2.2. We only need to consider the BEP for m˜1(k) in our analysis as the
symbols {m˜1(k), . . . , m˜rL(k)} have the same error probability. The maximum
likelihood detector for the message m˜1(k), which is taken from the MPSK con-











d˜1,nr , which is dependent on the orthogonal designs, can be found in section 2.2.
Following the half-plane decision region technique in Kam [61], we will need
to evaluate
F (α) =P (d < 0|m˜1(k) = 1) (3.1.1)
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Table 3.1: Fading Channel Types
Chanel Type PDF of fading amplitude, c, and
instantaneous SNR, γ







; c > 0







; γ ≥ 0
Ω = E[c2]=average fading power
γ¯=average SNR per symbol





































































The Rician factor, where s2 is the power of the LOS component
K = n2 and 2Rd(0)








2R2d(0) = SNR due to diﬀuse component





− (10 log10 γ−μl)2
2σ2l
)
shadowing μl (dB) and σl(dB) are mean and s.d. of 10 log10 γ


















(Nakagami-m LN). μm (dB) and σm(dB) are mean and s.d. of 10 log10 γ¯.
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Channel Type PDF of fading amplitude, c, and
instantaneous SNR, γ


























μm (dB) and σm (dB) are mean and s.d. of 10 log10 γ¯.
γ¯ is the mean SNR.
The Rician parameter K is the ratio of
the power in the LOS and the diﬀuse components.





















− (10 log10 γ¯s−μs)2
2σ2s
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dγ¯s; γ ≥ 0
Satellite Channel



















shadowing γ¯s and γ¯d are, respectively, the mean SNR of the LOS
and diﬀuse component. μs (dB) and σs (dB) are the
mean and s.d. of 10 log10 γ¯s, respectively.
μd (dB) and σd (dB) are the mean and s.d. of 10 log10 γ¯d
respectively.ρl is the correlation coeﬃcient of the
shadowing of the two components.



















fRLN(γ¯s, γ¯d;μs, μd, σs, σd, ρl)dγ¯sdγ¯d;
(generalized RLN) γ ≥ 0.
Time-shared (1− p(shad))price(γ; γ¯s, γ¯d) + p(shad)pm(γ;m,μm, σm)
channel p(shad)=probability of undergoing shadowed multipath
fading.
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The BEP for 2-, 4- and 8- PSK with Gray coding is given , respectively, by [61] [62]
Pb = F (α = 0), (3.1.3)




[F (α = 3π/8) + F (α = π/8)F (α = 5π/8]). (3.1.5)




F (α = 7π/16) +
1
2




F (α = −π/16)F (α = π/16). (3.1.6)
In our analysis, we apply the conditions
h˜ntnr(k − 1) =cntnrejφntnr , nt = 1, . . . , NT ;nr = 1, . . . , NR (3.1.7)
and m˜1(k) =1. (3.1.8)
Now, it is easy to see that the decision variable, d, is a special case of the general
quadratic form in complex-valued Gaussian random variables (GQGRV) [63] [28].
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The half-plane conditional error probability, for the DOSTBC, can be shown to



























and Ql(a, b) denote the generalized Marcum Q function [66]. The total instan-












c2ntnr . From [35] [64], we have for l > 0
Ql(a, b) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩




















+ Hl(a, b) , a = b > 0
0 , a = b = 0
1 + Hl(a, b) , a > b > 0
1 , a > b = 0
(3.1.14)
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exp [−ab(1− cos θ)]ab cos(l − 1)θ − a
2 cos lθ
a2 + b2 − 2ab cos θ dθ, (3.1.15)
and Γ(l, x) is the complementary Gauss incomplete gamma function ( (8.350.2)
of [65] ).



































[Hl(a, b)−Hl(b, a)] , otherwise.
(3.1.16)
The expressions γL exp(−γ) and Hl(a1√γ, b1√γ) can both be expressed as a
function of γntnr . The expression γ















L1, . . . ,LNR
)








Li = L, Li ∈ Z+. (3.1.18)
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Here, Z+ denote the set of non-negative integers. The multinomial coeﬃcient is
deﬁned by: ( L























b1 cos(l − 1)θ − a1 cos lθ














and k2 =a1b1. (3.1.22)










∣∣∣h˜ntnr [k−1]=cntnr ejφntnr ,nt=1,...,NT ;nr=1,...,NR;m1[k]=1)




dγ11 . . . dγNTNR ,
(3.1.23)
where {·}ntnr is the set of parameters associated with the pdf of the SNR on the
(nt, nr) branch.
To perform the integral (3.1.23), we need to evaluate












We have derived the solution to Intnr({·}ntnr ;Lntnr , kntnr) in appendix A for
the various channels considered and the results are summarized in Table 3.2,
where the subscripts (ntnr) have been omitted in the table for simplicity. We
noted that the solutions for the channels considered here, with the exception of
the RLN, Chun Loo’s RLN and the generalized RLN channels, and for the special
case when Lntnr = 0 reduce to the results in Table 3 of [34], but with their ( gsin2 θ )
replaced by kntnr in our context.
The solution in Table 3.2 is exact for the Rayleigh, Nakagami-q, Nakagami-n
and the Nakagami-m distribution whereas approximated results are obtained for
the LN shadowing, the Nakagami-m LN, the RLN, the Chun Loo’s RLN, the gen-
eralized RLN and the combined (time-shared) shadowed/unshadowed channels as
the Gauss-Hermite quadrature integration was used to compute the integrals with
inﬁnite domain. i.e.∫∞
−∞ f(x) exp(−x2)dx ≈
∑N
i=1 wif(xi) where {xi} and {wi} are zeros and weight
factors of the N -order Hermite polynomial HN(x), respectively. These coeﬃcients
can be found in Table 25.10 of [67].
Finally, we obtained
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Table 3.2: Evaluation of the Integrals I ({·} ;L, k) = ∫∞
0
γL exp(−kγ)p (γ; {·}) dγ
Channel Type I ({·} ;L, k) = ∫∞
0



































































































































































































L1, . . . ,LNR
)

















b1 cos(l − 1)θ − a1 cos lθ







a1 cos(l − 1)θ − b1 cos lθ
k1 − k2 cos θ
]
×∏NRnr=1∏NTnt=1 Intnr ({·}ntnr ; 0, k1 − k2 cos θ) dθ, otherwise.
(3.1.25)
The above probability can be easily evaluated using a computer as it is expressed
as a ﬁnite sum and/or deﬁnite integral with ﬁnite integration limits.
It is noted that for some of the fading channel models considered, the above
expression for the case which involves the ﬁnite integral (i.e. a1 
= 0) can be
further reduced to a closed-form solution. For example, for iid Rayleigh or iid
Nakagami-m channels (i.e. γ¯ntnr =
γ¯T
NTNR


















+ k1 − k2 cos θ)mNT NT
.
Thus, the evaluation of F (α) involves solving the integral






b1 cos(l − 1)θ − a1 cos lθ












. We have from [68] that for a1 > 0 and b1 > 0,








Using the results in appendix A.9 and (3.1.14), (3.1.27) can be re-written as





































where ζ1, ζ2, ξ′1 and ξ′2 are given by (A.9.2), (A.9.3), (A.9.11) and (A.9.12),







































3.2 Numerical Results and Discussions
First, we consider the BEP for non-identical channels. We plot the BEP against
total receive SNR, γ¯, for the DOSTBC system with two transmit and two re-
ceive antennas. We let the channels observed by the (1,1) and (1,2) transmit
antenna pairs be Rayleigh distributed and with diﬀerent average fading powers.
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The average fading power of the (1,2) is twice the average fading power of the
(1,1) branch. We let the channels observed by the (2,1) and (2,2) branches be
Nakagami-m distributed (with m equal to 2) and the average fading power of the
(2,2) branch be twice of the (2,1) branch. The average fading power in the (1,1)
branch is the same as that in the (2,1) branch. The theoretical and the simulated
BEP are plotted in Figure 3.1. We observed a closed match between the two sets
of results.














Figure 3.1: Comparison of Simulated BEP with Theoretical BEP for 2 × 2
DOSTBC with BPSK, NR = 2 for the Rayleigh and Nakagami-m channels.
Next, we will focus on the generalized RLN channel as no accurate result
has been reported in the literature for this novel channel. We ﬁrst study the
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eﬀects on the BEP due to the correlation of the shadowing of a generalized RLN
channel. For simplicity, BPSK is used. the SISO system is considered where the
(1, 1)th branch is generalized RLN distributed. We set 10 log10(2d
2
11) ∼ N (0, 1)
which gives μd,11 = 10 log10
Es
N0NT
dB and σd,11 = 1dB, where μd,ntnr and σd,ntnr
is the mean and standard deviation of 10 log10 γ¯d,ntnr , respectively, and γ¯d,ntnr =
Es
N0NT
2d2ntnr is the mean SNR (without shadowing) due to the diﬀuse compo-
nent. For the LOS component, we choose 10 log10 s
2
11 ∼ N (10 log10 K¯11, σ2s,11),
i.e., μs,11 = 10 log10 K¯11 + 10 log10
Es
N0NT






s2ntnr is the mean SNR (without shadowing) due to the LOS
component. To study the eﬀect of the correlation coeﬃcient of the shadowings for
the generalized RLN model on the system performance, the BEP shall be plotted
with ρl,11, where ρl,ntnr is the correlation coeﬃcient of the shadowings on the LOS
and on the diﬀuse components on the (nt, nr) branch. To the authors’ knowledge,
such results are not available in the literature. We will choose Es
N0
= 15dB. In
Figure 3.2, the BEP is plotted against ρl,11 for various K¯11 values and for a ﬁxed
σs,11 = 1dB. In Figure 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 , the BEP is plotted for by varying σs,11
and σd,11 while ﬁxing K¯11 at 1, 5 and 10 respectively.
The plots show that the BEP increases with decreasing K¯11 as expected.
However, the BEP need not necessarily increase with increasing σs,11. In general,
when the probability of having a weak LOS component is high as compared to the
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Theoretical BEP for GRLN channel with σ d ,1 1= σ s,1 1= 1dB
Simulated points
K¯1 1 = 0.5
K¯1 1 = 1
K¯1 1 = 2
K¯1 1 = 5
Figure 3.2: BEP of DPSK for generalized RLN channel with σd = σs = 1dB
evaluated at Eb/N0 = 15dB.
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σ d ,1 1=1dB, σ s ,1 1=1dB
σ d ,1 1=5dB, σ s ,1 1=1dB
σ d ,1 1=1dB, σ s ,1 1=5dB
σ d ,1 1=5dB, σ s ,1 1=5dB
σ d ,1 1=10dB, σ s ,1 1=5dB
σ d ,1 1=5dB, σ s ,1 1=10dB
σ d ,1 1=10dB, σ s ,1 1=10dB
Figure 3.3: BEP of DPSK, evaluated at Eb/N0 = 15dB, for the generalized RLN
channel with K¯11 = 1.
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σ d ,1 1=1dB, σ s ,1 1=1dB
σ d ,1 1=5dB, σ s ,1 1=1dB
σ d ,1 1=1dB, σ s ,1 1=5dB
σ d ,1 1=5dB, σ s ,1 1=5dB
σ d ,1 1=10dB, σ s ,1 1=5dB
σ d ,1 1=5dB, σ s ,1 1=10dB
σ d ,1 1=10dB, σ s ,1 1=10dB
Figure 3.4: BEP of DPSK, evaluated at Eb/N0 = 15dB, for the generalized RLN
channel with K¯11 = 5.
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σ d ,1 1=1dB, σ s ,1 1=1dB
σ d ,1 1=5dB, σ s ,1 1=1dB
σ d ,1 1=1dB, σ s ,1 1=5dB
σ d ,1 1=5dB, σ s ,1 1=5dB
σ d ,1 1=10dB, σ s ,1 1=5dB
σ d ,1 1=5dB, σ s ,1 1=10dB
σ d ,1 1=10dB, σ s ,1 1=10dB
Figure 3.5: BEP of DPSK, evaluated at Eb/N0 = 15dB, for the generalized RLN
channel with K¯11 = 10.
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diﬀused component, the BEP will increase with increasing ρl,11 and vice versa.
The phenomenon can be explained as follows: when we have a high probability
that the power of the LOS and the diﬀuse components are of similar magnitude,
a lower or negative correlation coeﬃcient of the shadowings on the LOS and
diﬀuse components will improve performance. This is because of the fact that
the probability that both the LOS and the diﬀuse components will be heavily
shadowed simultaneously is lower at lower ρl,11. As a result, the performance
improves with decreasing ρl,11. When we have a high probability of having a more
prominent LOS component, a higher ρl,11 will oﬀer much better performance,
especially with the variance on the shadowing on the LOS component is small.
This is because there is no real advantage of having ‘diversity’ in the shadowing,
which is oﬀered by having a lower ρl,11. The performance of the system will be
dominated by the more prominent LOS component with high probability (this
probability increases with increasing K¯11 and decreasing σs,11) and when the
shadowing on the LOS component is heavier than that on the diﬀuse component,
the lesser-shadowed diﬀuse component may increase the error rate due to an
increase in the possibility of having destructive interference. This also explains
why the eﬀects of ρl,11 on the BEP is more signiﬁcant at higher K¯11 (prominent
LOS) and lower σs,11 (low dB spread). We also perform simulations to verify
the BEP expressions for some of the cases considered above in Figure 3.2. From
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Figure 3.2, we observed a very good match between the simulated points and the
theoretical BEP. Whenever we utilize the Gauss-Hermite quadrature formula in
the theoretical BEP computation, we will use the zeros and weight factors of the
20th-order Hermite polynomial.
We next consider a simple MISO system where we have two transmit and
one receive antenna. In the ﬁrst scenario, we assume that the transmit an-
tennas are spaced far apart in such a way that at any one time, one of the
channel can be modeled with a generalized RLN channel and the other by a
Rayleigh LN channel. Let the channel observed by the (1, 1) transmit-receive
antenna pair be the generalized RLN channel and the (2, 1) branch to follow the
Rayleigh-LN channel model. For the (1, 1) branch, we shall use the same nor-
malization as used in our SISO system above, i.e., 10 log10(2d
2
11) ∼ N (0, 1) and
10 log10 s
2
11 ∼ N (10 log10 K¯11, σ2s,11). We also assume that the diﬀused components
on the (1,1) and (2,1) branches are iid. Thus, we have 10 log10 E(|h|221) ∼ N (0, 1),
which gives 10 log10 γ¯21 ∼ N (10 log10 EsN0NT , 1), i.e., μd,21 = 10 log10 EsN0NT and
σd,21 = 1. In the second scenario, we assume that both the (1,1) and the (2,1)
branches follow the Rayleigh-LN distribution for 50% of the time and the gener-
alized RLN distribution for the remaining 50% of the time (time-shared between
2×Rayleigh-LN and 2×GLRN). The performances of the simple MISO system for
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both scenarios are compared. The BEP is plotted in Figure 3.6. For the Rayleigh-
LN process, we set the parameter σd,ntnr = 1 and we use σd,ntnr = σs,ntnr = 1 and
ρ = 0.9 for the generalized RLN process. We observed from Figure 3.6 that the
performance of the time-shared channel is the worse of the two. In addition, the
performance of the time-shared channel is insensitive to an increase in K¯ from 1
to 5 as its performance is dominated by the ’weaker’ 2×Rayleigh-LN channels.
Thus, it is preferred to mount the antennas in such a position that a generalized
RLN (or LOS) channel can be observed between any of the transmitters and the
receiver at all time.
Finally, we veriﬁed the closed-form BEP expression as given by (3.1.29). In
Figure 3.7, the BEP are simulated for the Nakagami-m fading channels with
various values of m. The 2 × 2 OSTBC with BPSK mapping are considered.
The channels are iid such that γ¯11 = . . . = γ¯2NR =
γ¯
NT NR
. A very good match is
observed between the theoretical and the simulation results.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we derived the analytical BEP of DOSTBC for M-PSK. The
results are useful as the non-identical channels are considered and the results are
applicable to any number of transmit and receiver antennas, where the number of
transmit antennas are determined by the available coding scheme. A wide range
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Time-shared between 2×Ray-LN&2×GRLN, K¯ =1, σ s =σd =1
Time-shared between 2×Ray-LN&2×GRLN, K¯ =5, σ s =σd =1
1×Ray-LN, 1×GRLN, K¯ =1, σ s =σd =1
1×Ray-LN, 1×GRLN, K¯ =5, σ s =σd =1
Figure 3.6: Comparison of BEP for combination of generalized RLN and Rayleigh
LN channels and BEP for time shared-channels (shared between 2× generalized
RLN and 2×Rayleigh LN) .
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SNRper receive antenna, γTNR (dB)
 
P b
Simulated points for NT =L=NR =2, m =1
Simulated points for NT =L=NR =2, m =1.5
Simulated points for NT =L=NR =2, m =2
Simulated points for NT =L=2, NR =3, m =1.5
Theoretical BEP
Figure 3.7: BEP of 2× 2 DOSTBC for iid Nakagami-m fading channels, BPSK.
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of channel models, including a novel generalized RLN channel, was considered
here. The results enable us to study the performance of DOSTBC under various
channel environments (mobile channel with(out) LOS components, ship-to-ship
link, satellite links, ionospheric radio links, etc). The BEP expressions obtained
are expressed either as ﬁnite sums (when closed-form expression can be obtained)






In Chapter 3, we derived the BEP of DOSTBC over the static fading channels for
non-identical channels. The simple results obtained are useful as they enable us
to study the performance of the DOSTBC under various channel environments.
However, the results are too optimistic at high SNR region as they fail to predict
the error-rate ﬂoor caused by temporal ﬂuctuation in the fading processes, i.e.,
when the Doppler frequency is not equal to zero. In reality, the channels’ gains
will ﬂuctuate from one sample to another. In fact, the third generation cellular
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standard requires mobiles to operate on trains moving up to 500 km/h. At this
speed, the static channel model may not be adequate and the BCFM will be a
better alternative. In the BCFM, the fading processes only remain constant over
a transmission block interval but ﬂuctuate from one block interval to the next.
This implies that the fading bandwidth is small but non-zero.
The performance of DOSTBC assuming the BCFM has been investigated by
Chiavaccini and Vitetta [31] and Tao and Kam [33]. Chiavaccini and Vitetta [31]
have shown that the ML detector (2.2.2) for the static channel environment is
still optimal under the block constant fading Rayleigh environment and they
have derived the exact pairwise error probability (PWEP) for DOSTBC using
the Alamouti’s scheme over the iid Rayleigh channels. However, the PWEP ex-
pressions obtained are not explicit and the evaluation of the PWEP requires the
computations of eigenvalues. The PWEP can be applied to the evaluation of the
BEP when BPSK is used. For this simple case, the BEP reduces to an explicit
closed-form expression. In [33], the performance of the DOSTBC, with square
transmission matrices, over semi-identical Rayleigh BCFM was considered. The
semi-identical channels refer to the situations where the channel gains associated
with a common receive antenna are identically distributed, but the ones associ-
ated with a common transmit antenna are not. Similarly, the evaluation of the
BEP requires the computations of eigenvalues.
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In this chapter, we derive simple closed-form BEP expressions, which do not
require the computations of eigenvalues, of the DOSTBC with the BCFM assump-
tion. We ﬁrst consider the simple iid Rayleigh channels. An universal explicit
BEP expression is obtained for square DOSTBC designs with MPSK mapping
and for an arbitrary number of receive antennas. The BEP obtained is expressed
as a ﬁnite sum and the shape of the Doppler spectrum is arbitrary. Although,
the analysis is carried out for the square orthogonal matrices in [9], the result
is applicable to the square amicable orthogonal STBC as the error performance
is invariant to the signal transformations due to left- or right-multiplication of
unitary matrix [17]. We follow the half-plane decision approach in Kam [61] to
derive our result.
We will then derived BEP expressions for the Rician channels with iid diﬀuse
components and independent but non-identical LOS components. The BCFM is
assumed for the diﬀuse components whereas the static fading model is assumed
for the LOS components as the variation of the LOS components is very much
slower than the diﬀuse components in practice. We will consider DOSTBC with
the Alamouti’s scheme and with BPSK mapping. The BEP expression obtained
is expressed as a simple integral with ﬁnite limits.
The author would like to highlight the paper by Liu et.al [71], which studied
the performance of USTM (which includes DOSTBC) in fast Rayleigh and Rician
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channels. The properties that follows immediately after equation (9) in the paper
does not appear to be correct. The properties are used to derive the ML detector.
Hence, their results does not appear to be valid, except for the single transmit
antenna system only.
In the next section, we present the simple BEP results for DOSTBC for the
iid Rayleigh channels. In section 4.2, we present the the BEP for the Rician
channels.
4.1 BEP Analysis for the iid Rayleigh Channels
The system model is given in section 2.1. For each channel, the fading process
is assumed to have a power spectrum symmetric about the carrier so that the
in-phase and the quadrature processes are independent. Since the channels are
iid, we will drop the subscript, ntnr in Rntnr(κ) and ρntnr(κ). Thus, the average






Due to symmetry, we only need to consider the BEP for m1(k) in our analysis.
For the generalized orthogonal designs, the symbol-by-symbol detector is given
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by (2.2.5). Following the previous chapter, we use the same half-plane decision
region technique in our BEP analysis. We need to determine F (α) = P (d <
0|m˜1(k) = 1), where the decision variable d is given by (3.1.2), and the BEP for
2-,4-, 8- and 16- PSK can be evaluated with (3.1.3) through (3.1.6).
We proceed to ﬁnd F (α) by conditioning on the message matrix with the
symbol
m˜1(k) = 1
and on the received vectors in the (k − 1)th block,
y˜nr(k − 1) = (v˜1nr . . . v˜Lnr)T , nr = 1, . . . , NR. (4.1.2)
Both y˜n(k − 1) and y˜n(k) follow the complex multi-normal distribution. The
joint distribution of y˜n(k − 1) and y˜n(k) will also be complex multi-normal [72].
Therefore, the distribution of y˜n(k), conditioned on a ﬁxed y˜n(k − 1), will again
be complex multi-normal. In appendix B, we showed that this conditional distri-




M˜(k)y˜n(k − 1) (4.1.3)
and with the covariance matrix given by







We can thus, show that decision variable, d, for all the orthogonal designs, is
conditionally Gaussian with mean
η =
γ¯symρ(1) cosα√

































l=1 |v˜lnr |2. Thus, F (α) can be obtained by
averaging over the statistics of g. For square transmission matrices, we have
NT = L and the additional property : X˜(k − 1)X˜H(k − 1) = EsI.




y˜nr(k − 1)y˜Hnr(k − 1)
]
= (2R(0)Es + N0)I. (4.1.8)
Thus, the entries of
{
y˜n(k − 1) = (v˜1nr . . . v˜Lnr)T , nr = 1, . . . , NR
}
form a se-
quence of independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables. Thus, the random
variable g follows the chi-square distribution with 2NTNR degrees of freedom.
The pdf of g is given by [28] :
p(g) =
1








with 2σ2y = 2R(0)Es + N0.





























Finally, the BEP for 2-,4-, 8- and 16-PSK can be evaluated with (3.1.3)
through (3.1.6).
4.1.1 Numerical Results and Discussions






The total received SNR in (4.1.12) is merely a factor of the mean received SNR per
bit per receive antenna since the channels are iid. We will assume the Jakes’ land
mobile Doppler spectrum unless otherwise stated. The independent Rayleigh’s
faders are generated using the method by Li and Huang [73] with sixteen oscil-
lators.
To validate our analytical expressions, we plot the analytical and the sim-
ulated BEP against the mean received SNR per bit, γ¯bit, for various values of
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NT , NR and M in Figure4.1. The simulations ﬁrst are done assuming a BCFM
with a normalized Doppler bandwidth fdTs of 3.5571e-3. For the BCFM, we have
ρ(1) = J0(2πfdTB), where TB = LTs. For a carrier frequency of 900MHz, and a
symbol rate of 30kHz, a normalized Doppler bandwidth of fdTs =3.5571e-3 cor-
responds to a vehicle’s speed of 128 km/h. We ﬁrst simulated the BEP for the
2× 2 designs for various values of NR and M . The BEP for the 4× 4 , rate-1/2,




and the 8 × 8, rate-1/2 designs are then simulated
with NR = 1 and 4PSK. A very good match is observed between the analytical
and simulation results.
Though the BCFM is more realistic than the static model in modeling slow
fading, it is still quite restrictive. A less restrictive model is the symbol-wise
constant fading model. In the symbol-wise constant fading model, the channels
fading coeﬃcients are assumed to be constant over one symbol interval only and
they ﬂuctuate from one symbol interval to the next. The fading coeﬃcients
h˜ntnr(t) are functions of time t and which are correlated in the time domain for
a given transmit-receive antenna pair. Thus, the symbol-wise constant fading
model is more general than BCFM. The symbol-wise constant fading model has
correlation coeﬃcients given by
ρs(1) = J0(2πfdTs), (4.1.13)
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NT=2, NR=1,r = 1, 8PSK
NT=2, NR=1,r = 1, QPSK
NT=2, NR=1,r = 1, BPSK
NT=4, NR=1,r = 34 , QPSK
NT=2, NR=3,r = 1, QPSK
NT=2, NR=2,r = 1, QPSK
NT=8, NR=1, r = 1, QPSK
NT=4, NR=1,r = 12 , QPSK
Figure 4.1: Comparison of the Simulated and Theoretical BEP based on block-
wise constant Land Mobile fading model with fdTs =(3.5571e-3)× L
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where









We will next assess the validity of the BCFM assumption by comparing the simu-
lated BEP based on the symbol-wise constant fading model, with the theoretical
BEP based on the BCFM. The BEP are plotted in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3
for the cases of L = 2 and L = 8 respectively. Various normalized fade rates
are considered. At higher Doppler rates fdTs, diﬀerences between the theoretical
BEP, which assume the BCFM, and simulated BEP, which are simulated with
the symbol-wise constant fading model assumption, are evident at the high SNR
region and the diﬀerences increase with increasing block length, L, as expected.
The BEP for the symbol-wise constant fading model can be approximately
predicted in the following heuristic manner. We approximate the symbol-wise
constant fading model with a BCFM such that the channel block correlation
coeﬃcient, ρ(1), measures the “average” of the symbol duration correlation co-
eﬃcients within two adjacent blocks. We observe that the same set of BEP
expressions for the BCFM still provide an accurate prediction of the BEP for the
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ρs(1) + ρs(2) + . . .+ ρs(2L− 1)
)
. (4.1.16)
The BEP that make use of (4.1.16) are plotted in the same Figure 4.2 to Figure
4.3.
The bit error ﬂoor is a quantity of practical interest in a fading channel. We
shall now compare the bit error ﬂoor predicted by our analytical BEP using the
ρ(1) in (4.1.16) and that obtained from simulations assuming the symbol-wise
constant fading model. The analytical bit error ﬂoor is easily obtained from our
BEP results by letting γs tends to inﬁnity and is obtained with the same set of













In Figure 4.4, the simulated and analytical bit error ﬂoor is plotted against fdTs
for the symbol-wise constant fading model. The plots show that by using a
simple “average” ρ(1) as given by (4.1.16), our results can predict the error ﬂoor
accurately for the symbol-wise constant fading model. It is well known that
DPSK signaling is very sensitive to the fading bandwidth for channel with ﬁrst-
order Butterworth (FOB) fading spectrum [61], which has correlation coeﬃcient
ρ(l) = exp(−2πfdTsl). The error ﬂoor for the extreme case when L=8 and
with the ﬁrst-order Butterworth fading spectrum is also plotted in Figure 4.4.
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Simulated BEP based on SCFM
Approximated BEP based on SCFM






Figure 4.2: Comparison of the Simulated BEP using symbol-wise constant fading
model with Theoretical BEP for QPSK, NT=2, NR=1 and various fade rates,
fdTs.
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simulated BEP based on SCFM
Analytical BEP based on SCFM






Figure 4.3: Comparison of the Simulated BEP using symbol-wise constant fading
model with Theoretical BEP for QPSK, NT=8, NR=1 and various fade rates,
fdTs.
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Simulated points for NT =8, LM spectrum
Simulated points for NT =2, LM spectrum
Simulated points for NT =8, FOB spectrum
Approximated bit error ﬂoor
Figure 4.4: Comparison of Analytical Bit Error Floor, with ρ(1) given by (4.1.16),
and Simulated Bit Error Floor for the symbol-wise constant fading model using
QPSK and with NR = 1.
The error ﬂoor is accurately predicted as well, and the result demonstrates that
the application of the empirical formula (4.1.16) is not restricted to land mobile
fading spectrum only. As expected, the bit error ﬂoors increase rapidly when
fdTs increase from 0 to 0.001. From the ﬁgure, we can conclude that it is more
advantageous to use designs with smaller block length at high fade rate.
We shall then proceed to use the BEP with the expression for ρ(1) in (4.1.16)
to compute the BEP. We next investigate the eﬀect of fading ﬂuctuations on the
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block length, transmit diversity and receive diversity. In Figure 4.5, we plot the
BEP for 4PSK with L = 2, 4, 8 and for a ﬁxed system diversity NTNR while
varying NT and NR. For a ﬁxed NTNR and when the fading is static, all the
schemes have the same BEP results and the results are independent of the code
rate r and the diﬀerent combinations of NT and NR. With a ﬁxed NTNR and L
and in the presence of fading, the scheme with the lowest NT and highest NR has
the best performance and it also has the lowest error ﬂoor. This demonstrates
that receive diversity is more robust against fading ﬂuctuations than transmit
diversity. Similarly, the scheme having a shorter block length is more resilient
against fading ﬂuctuations, as the diﬀerential block codes are designed assuming
that channels remain static over two block intervals. The plot also demonstrates
that 4× 4, rate-1/2 design is more resilient against fading ﬂuctuations than the
4× 4, rate-3/4 design.
A measure of the system complexity is the diversity, NTNR, of the system.
We will next study the trade oﬀ between system performance and its diversity
complexity. In Figure 4.6, we compare the performance gain when we increase
the diversity from two to eight for the 2 × 2 designs. The BEP for 4PSK with
two diverse values for fdTs , namely 1e-2 and 1e-4, are plotted. We note that the
performance gains from the increase in diversity (NTNR) suﬀer from diminishing
returns as expected. For example, at Pb= 1e-4, the SNR gain is approximately
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L = NT = 2, NR = 4, r = 1
L = NT = 4, NR = 2, r = 0.5
L = NT = 4, NR = 2, r = 0.75
L = NT = 8, NR = 1, r = 0.5
fdTs = 0
fdTs = 0.005
Figure 4.5: Analytical BEP, with ρ(1) given by (4.1.16), for L = 2, 4, 8, NTNR = 8
and fdTs = 0, 0.005 .
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NT NR = 2
NT NR = 4
NT NR = 6
NT NR = 8
Figure 4.6: Analytical BEP, with ρ(1) given by (4.1.16), for 2 × 2 design with
QPSK mapping.
7dB when the diversity increases from two to four whereas a gain of approximately
1.5dB is achieved when the diversity increases from four to six. There is only a
0.8dB gain when the diversity increases from six to eight. Hence, a design with
a diversity of four seems to achieve a good trade-oﬀ between performance gains
and system complexity.
Next, we ﬁx the diversity at four and we study the impact on the system
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performance when we shift the system complexity from the receiver to the trans-
mitter end by reducing the number of receive antennas and increasing the num-
ber of transmit antenna by the same amount. This study is applicable to the
downlink channel where it is more practical to have more transmits antennas
than receive antennas. We compare the performance between the one transmit
antenna scheme, i.e. the conventional DPSK (1 × 1, rate- 1 design), and the
multiple transmit antenna schemes, i.e. the diﬀerential-STBC (L ×M , rate- r
designs). By setting NT , L and r to one, our general BEP expressions reduces to
the BEP expressions for conventional DPSK. We shall compare their performance
at a speciﬁc γ¯bit = 25dB. The BEP at γ¯bit = 25dB for the diversity four systems
for the 1 × 1, 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 designs are plotted in Figure4.7. Unlike the bit
error ﬂoor which increases more rapidly when fdTs increases from 0 to 0.001 , the
BEP here increases more rapidly when fdTs increases from 0.001 and beyond, and
the increment is most rapid for the 4 × 4, rate-3/4 design, i.e., the design with
the most numbers of transmit antennas. Thus, the BEP performance is more
sensitive to the fade rate as the complexity is shifted from the receiver to the
transmitter. In an environment with rapidly moving users, this trade-oﬀ between
the performance sensitivity and the transferring of complexity from receiver to
transmitter has to be considered in system designs.
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1× 1, rate-1 design, NR=4
2× 2, rate-1 design, NR=2
4× 4, rate-34 design, NR=1
4× 4, rate-12 design, NR=1
Figure 4.7: BEP at γ¯bit=25dB, with ρ(1) given by (4.1.16), for NTNR = 4 and
L=1, 2, 4.
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4.2 BEP Analysis for the Rician Channels
In this section, we use the analytical method, based on GQGRV (found in Appen-
dix B of [28]), to obtain the BEP for DOSTBC in Rician channels. We consider
the two transmit antenna case with BPSK. For the Rician channel, we assume
that the LOS component to be static and the diﬀuse component to follow the
BCFM as the ﬂuctuation of the LOS components is much slower than the diﬀuse
components in practice. We also assume that the diﬀuse components of the paths
due to diﬀerent transmit-receive pair to be iid. For practical consideration, the
LOS components for diﬀerent transmit-receive paths will not be identical. The
channel matrix, H˜(k), can be decomposed into the LOS and the diﬀuse compo-
nents, namely H˜s(k) and H˜d(k), respectively. With the same notation convention
as in section 2.1, we have
h˜ntnr(k) = h˜s,ntnr(k) + h˜d,ntnr(k). (4.2.1)
We denote the power of the diﬀuse component of any of the branch by 2Rd(0)
and for a given transmit-receive antenna pair, h˜ntnr(k) is correlated in the time




simplicity, ρd will refer to ρd(κ = 1). The Rice factor on the (nt, nr)th branch is
denoted by Kntnr while the phase of the LOS component of the same branch by
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φntnr , i.e., h˜s,ntnr(k) =
√
2Rd(0)Kntnre






;nt = 1, 2; nr = 1, . . . , NR.
(4.2.2)
We consider the BEP for m˜1(k) in our analysis as the symbols m˜1(k) and
m˜2(k) have the same error probability. Following (3.1.2)(2.2.6), the diﬀerential














The BEP is then given by Pb = P (d < 0|m˜1(k) = 1). We proceed to deter-










X˜(k − 1) = X˜ . (4.2.5)
We note that since the initial (reference) transmission matrix is orthogonal, the
matrix X˜ is orthogonal and it takes the general orthogonal form
[
X˜1 X˜2






X˜ ∗2 −X˜ ∗1
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As the distributions of H˜d(k − 1), H˜d(k) and the AWGN are both Gaussian,
the conditional distributions of the receive signals Y˜(k − 1) and Y˜(k) are also
Gaussian. Starting from(

















the covariance matrix of the Gaussian vector, z˜ =
[
y˜Hnr(k − 1) y˜Hnr(k)
]H
can





(2EsRd(0) + N0)I 2ρdEsRd(0)M
H(k)
2ρdEsRd(0)M(k) (2EsRd(0) + N0)I
]
. (4.2.9)
From the above covariance matrix, we can see that y˜1nr(k−1) is independent
with y˜2nr(k − 1) but dependent with y˜1nr(k) and y˜2nr(k) and so on. Thus, the
GQGRV method in [28], cannot be applied directly to ﬁnd the BEP. We may
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use the method by Biglieri et al [69], which in a sense generalizes the GQGRV
method, to ﬁnd the BEP. The technique requires us to determine the Moment
Generating Function (MGF) for the non-central Gaussian quadratic form of d.
The MGF can be found in [70], and it requires the computation of eigenvalues.
We shall not pursue this method further due to the following reasons. First, the
covariance matrix Rz is a function of the message matrix M(k). As a results,
the computation of the BEP will require us to compute the BEP for each of the
possible message matrices, M(k), and to average the BEP over all the possible
M(k). Second, the BEP results obtained in such a manner often do not give much
insight into the impact of the system parameters on the system performance. By
using a simple twist on the function as given by the diﬀerential detector, we
can use a simpler technique to obtain the BEP instead. We shall rewrite the










U1nr =y˜1nr(k) + y˜1nr(k − 1), (4.2.11)
V1nr =y˜2nr(k − 1)− y˜2nr(k), (4.2.12)
U2nr =y˜2nr(k − 1) + y˜2nr(k) (4.2.13)
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and
V2nr =y˜1nr(k)− y˜1nr(k − 1). (4.2.14)
We can show that the decision variable d′ is a special case of the general quadratic
form where Ulnr and Vlnr are a pair of correlated complex-valued Gaussian random






[|Ulnr − U lnr |2]
= EsRd(0)(2 +
√





[|Vlnr − V lnr |2]
= EsRd(0)(2−
√































Following the same procedure and notation as in [28], we obtained
w =
μUU − μV V






































































Kntnr > 0. The BEP is given by [28]
















































or equivalently as [35]



















































An equivalent ﬁnite-limit integral for the above generic BEP expression, based






















(a2 + 2ab sin β + b2)
]
dβ, 0 < a < b (4.2.30)
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where
f0(N, ζ, η, θ) = f1(N, ζ, η, θ) + f2(N, ζ, η, θ) (4.2.31)
with














ζ(ζ + sin θ),
(4.2.32)







η−nζ−n+1 − ηn−1ζn+1) cos ((n− 1)(θ + π/2))
− (η−nζ−n+2 − ηn−1ζn) cos (n(θ + π/2))]. (4.2.33)
4.2.1 Numerical Results and Discussions






Kntnr , and it is independent of the phase of the LOS component,
φntnr . From the BEP expression, we concluded that the system BEP perfor-
mances are identical under diﬀerent Rician/Rayleigh environment as long as the
total sum of the Rician factors, KT , are equal. For example, in a 2 transmit and
1 receive antennas system, the BEP performance when K11 = 0 (i.e. Rayleigh
case) and K21 = 4 is identical to the BEP performance under another channel
environment with K11 = 2 and K21 = 2.
We would like to point out that the BEP (4.2.30) obtained agrees with the






Kntnr → 0 converges smoothly to the exact BEP expression for the







−3 give an accuracy of up to 3 signiﬁcant
ﬁgures when compared with the numerical evaluation of the BEP for the Rayleigh
case with the same system parameters. Second, when ρd = 0 (i.e. static channel),
the BEP obtained with (4.2.30) agrees with the results obtained in section 3.2
for the Rician case.
We then compared the BEP obtained with (4.2.30) with simulated results.
We plotted the analytical and the simulated BEP against the total received SNR
per bit, γ¯T , for NR = 1 and for KT = 2, 6 in Figure4.8. The BEP are simulated
with the BCFM for the diﬀuse component (with fdTs = 0.01). A good match is
obtained for all the cases considered.
We then compared the theoretical results with the simulated BEP with the
more realistic symbol-wise constant fading model assumption. From Figure 4.9,
we noted that the deviation between the theoretical BEP using the BCFM and
the simulated BEP for the symbol-wise constant fading model is slight, even
at a high normalized fade rate of fdTs = 0.01. This is due to the fact that a
block comprises of two symbol interval only, thus, the diﬀerentiation between
the BCFM and the symbol-wise constant fading model is slight. We also plotted
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Simulated points for K1 1 =K1 2 =1
Theoretical BEP for K1 1 =K1 2 =1
Simulated points for K1 1 =2, K1 2 =4
Theoretical BEP for K1 1 =2, K1 2 =4
Simulated points for K1 1 =K1 2 =K2 1 =K2 2 =0.5
Theoretical BEP for K1 1 =K1 2 =K2 1 =K2 2 =0.5
Figure 4.8: Comparison of the Simulated BEP with Theoretical BEP for NT = 2,
NR = 1, 2, fdTB = 0.01 (BCFM assumed).
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Simulated points based on SCFM
Analytical BEP based on SCFM
Theoretical BEP based on BCFM
}




K1 1 = K2 1 = K1 2 = K2 2 = 0.25
= K2 1 = 1
Figure 4.9: Comparison of the Simulated BEP using symbol-wise constant fading
model with the approximated BEP for NT = 1, NR = {1, 2} and various KT ,
fdTs = 0.01.
the analytical BEP using the same theoretical BEP expression for the BCFM
but with the same empirical formula (4.1.16) for the correlation coeﬃcient for
the diﬀuse components. From Figure4.9, we observed that by using the same
empirical formula (4.1.16) , the same theoretical BEP expression for the BCFM
model still provides an accurate prediction of the BEP with the symbol-wise
constant fading model assumption.
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4.3 Summary
Closed-form BEP expressions for diﬀerential STBC using orthogonal designs and
with diﬀerential detection are obtained here for the Rayleigh and Rician chan-
nels. These expressions take into account the ﬂuctuation of the complex fading
processes from one transmission block to another. The same BEP expressions can
be used to approximate the BEP for the case when the complex fading processes
ﬂuctuate from one symbol interval to another. In such a case, we merely need
to determine the mean ﬂuctuation of the fading processes within two consecutive
transmission blocks to evaluate the BEP expressions and the approximation is





In this chapter, we derived the BEP of the DOSTBC over the non-selective
Rayleigh fading channels with generalized selection combining. The BCFM is
considered. The approaches to obtain the BEP for BPSK mapping are pre-
sented for the generalized selection combining scheme based on the signal-plus-
noise(S+N) selection criteria, the generalized selection combining scheme based
on the SNR selection criteria and the generalized selection combining scheme
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based on the maximum output (MO) criteria. The block diagram of the diﬀeren-
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Figure 5.1: The diﬀerential detection receiver structure.
In the generalized selection combining scheme based on S+N selection criteria,
the receiver selects Ns out of NR receive branches that have the largest envelopes
in the previous receive block for data recovery. To decode the symbol m˜1(k), the
receiver computes the quantities znr =
∑L
l=1 |y˜lnr(k − 1)|2, nr = 1, . . . , NR, and
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utilizes the outputs, d1,nr , from the Ns branches that have the largest znr values
among the NR branches to make a decision on m˜1(k).
In the generalized selection combining scheme based on SNR selection criteria,
the receiver selects Ns out of NR receive branches that have the largest total
instantaneous SNR in the previous receive block for data recovery. Thus to





|h˜ntnr(k− 1)|2, nr = 1, . . . , NR, and utilizes the outputs, d1,nr , from the
Ns branches that have the largest γnr values among the NR branches to make
a decision on m˜1(k). In practical implementation of the generalized selection
combining scheme, the S+N criteria is preferred over the SNR criteria, since
measurement of the SNR is diﬃcult and expensive.
In the generalized selection combining scheme based on MO selection criteria,
the receiver will use the outputs of the linear combiners. For example, to decode
m˜1(k), the receiver will sum up the Ns largest Re(d˜1,nre
−jα) for all possible MPSK
constellation points, i.e. α = 0, 2π
M
, . . . , 2(M−1)π
M
. The symbol that corresponds to
the highest sum will be decoded as the transmitted symbol.
For the simplest case when only one branch is selected, the closed-form BEP
expression is provided here. The results show that the selection combining
schemes, which results in low-complexity decoders, can achieve the maximum
diversity inherent in the communications channels. The performances of these
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selection schemes are compared with the combining reception scheme and it is
found that the penalty incurred from using the single branch selection scheme
based on MO is relatively small compared with the penalties suﬀered from using
the single branch selection scheme based on SNR and based on S+N.
A MIMO system would often contain multiple RF chains- which consist of
low-noise ampliﬁers, down-converters, and analog to digital converters, etc- that
are typically very expensive. Therefore, there is considerable interest in exploring
low cost and low complexity techniques which is able to exploit the full diversity
oﬀered by the MIMO links [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] , etc. In [76], the BEP
when using BPSK in ﬂat Rayleigh fading channels was derived for the case when
the transmitter selects one out of NT transmit antennas, based on the largest
total received SNR, and the signals originating from the selected antenna are
coherently combined using MRC. Gore and Paulraj [77] showed that in OSTBC,
selecting the set of antennas which maximizes the SNR leads to both coding
and diversity gains. In the scenario when only statistical channel knowledge is
available, selecting the set of antennas that maximizes the determinant of the
channel covariance matrix leads mostly to coding gain. A system whereby the
transmitter selects two out of three antennas and transmit using Alamouti’s OS-
TBC, and using power allocation to further improve the system performance,
was considered in [78] using one receive antenna. The same system, but without
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power allocation, was considered in [79] whereby the transmitter selects two out
of NR antennas for transmission. The BEP was obtained for BPSK and with
NR receive antennas. Zeng and Ghrayed [81] investigated the impact of receive
antenna selection, whereby the receiver used the best Ns out of NR available an-
tennas for decoding, in a MIMO system using OSTBC with BPSK. Performance
bounds were obtained for the general case and the exact BEP was obtained based
on Alamouti’s OSTBC with Ns = 1. There exists numerous works concerning
antenna selection for MIMO systems in the literature and the reader can refer
to [83] for an overview of the works that have been published. However, works
on antenna selection for MIMO system based on diﬀerential modulation and dif-
ferential detection are limited.
Classical antenna selection combining scheme has been proposed and analyzed
in [41] [42] [43] for the SIMO system using diﬀerential modulation and diﬀerential
detection where one receive branch was selected from NR number of receive an-
tenna for decision making. The selection criteria includes using the branch with
the highest baseband SNR, using the branch with the maximum S+N and using
the branch with the MO for data recovery [43]. It would be of practical interest
to investigate the impact of receive selection on MIMO system using diﬀerential
modulation and diﬀerential detection. In this chapter, we generalized the various
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traditional selection schemes to MIMO system using DOSTBC. We also gen-
eralized the classical antenna selection scheme whereby one antenna is selected
for decision making to the generalized selection combining scheme whereby Ns
branches are selected for decision making. In the generalized selection combining
scheme, Ns out of the total available NR branches are selected for decision mak-
ing. We shall refer the generalized selection combining scheme for the L × NT
orthogonal designs as the (L× NT , NR, Ns) design. If we assumed that antenna
1, . . . , Ns are selected for decision making, the decision variable(3.1.2) that cor-
















A general framework to analyze the performance for BPSK is presented for
NT ∈ {2, 4, 8} number of transmit antennas where NT is dictated by the type
of orthogonal coding scheme that is being employed. The analytical closed form
results is presented for the case when Ns = 1, for arbitrary NR. We assumed
the non-selective Rayleigh fading channels, which are independent for diﬀerent
transmit-receive antenna pairs, with AWGN and the BCFM. The lowpass equiv-
alent Doppler spectrum is assumed to be symmetric about the direct current
frequency. The approaches to obtain the BEP for the selection combining S+N,
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the selection combining SNR and the selection combining MO schemes are pre-
sented in section 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. The results are discussed in section
5.4.
5.1 Generalized Selection Combining based on
max S+N
In the generalized selection combining S+N scheme, the detector selects Ns out of
NR receive branches that have the largest envelopes in the previous receive block
for data recovery. The envelope at a particular nrth branch during the (k− 1)th
block is given by znr(k − 1) =
∑L
l=1 |y˜lnr(k − 1)|2. For simplicity, we will drop
the (k − 1) in znr(k − 1). The detector then computes znr for the NR branches
and utilizes the decision variables from Ns branches that have the largest znr
values among the NR branches to make a decision on the symbols transmitted
during the kth block. Without loss of generality, we shall order znr such that
z1 > z2 > . . . > zNR.
We will next present the approach to derive the BEP expression for the gen-
eralized selection combining S+N scheme. We ﬁrst conditioned on the message
matrix M(k) having m1(k) = 1, and on the received signals vectors in the previ-
ous block, y˜nr(k−1) =
[
v˜1nr . . . v˜Lnr
]T
, nr = 1, . . . , NR. Following the same
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approach as presented in section 4.1, the statistics of the decision variable ,d , as















































where the quantity znr =
L∑
l=1
|v˜ln|2 has a Chi-square distribution with 2NT degree
of freedom with pdf given by
fznr (z) =
1








and CDF given by












; z > 0 (5.1.7)
where
2σ2z = E
{|y˜ln|2} = N0(γ¯sym + 1). (5.1.8)
Since z1 > . . . > zNs > . . . > zNR , the order statistics of z = (z1, z2, . . . , zNs)
is given by [86]





]NR−Ns fznr (zNs) . . . fznr (z1),
0 < zNs < . . . < z1 <∞. (5.1.9)
Thus, the CDF for g =
Ns∑
n=1










fz(z1, . . . , zNs)dz1 . . . dzNs . (5.1.10)





Finally, we obtain the BEP which is given by Pb = P (d < 0|m1(k) = 1) by aver-
aging (5.1.5) over the pdf fg(g).
We will next look at the special case when only one branch is selected.
Special case : Ns = 1
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For the case when the branch with the maximum S+N in the previous receive












































The power term in the above expression is then expanded using






n0, . . . , nNT
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n0, . . . , nNT
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q(n0, . . . , nNT ) = NT +
NT∑
m=1
(m− 1)nm , NT ≥ 1
Δ
= q. (5.1.15)
We then average (5.1.5) over the distribution (5.1.14) to obtain the BEP.
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[(γ¯sym + 1)2 − (ργsym)2] (NR − n0)rNT . (5.1.18)
Two closed-form results are available in the literature [28](14.4-15) [87] for Jq.





































Here, we will provide an alternate expression to the integral, Jq. Using [65]









2q − 2p− 1
[
μ(cn0)
2q−2p−1 − 1] . (5.1.22)
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2n2 − 2p + 3
· [μ(cn0)2n2−2p+3 − 1] . (5.1.23)
5.2 Generalized Selection Combining based on
max SNR
In the selection combining SNR scheme, the branches having the Ns largest total
instantaneous SNR in the previous receive block are used for making a decision.
The instantaneous SNR at the nrth receive branch during the previous receive





|h˜ntnr(k − 1)|2. We proceed to determine the
BEP by ﬁrst conditioned on the message matrix M(k) having m1(k) = 1, on
X˜(k − 1) = X˜ , and on h˜nr(k − 1) = c˜nr , nr = 1, . . . , NR. Following the same
approach as in Appendix B, we obtained the pdf of the following conditionally
complex Gaussian random variable :
h˜nr(k) ∼CN
(
ρc˜nr , 2R(0)(1− ρ2)I
)
, (5.2.1)





ρM(k) ˜˜X c˜nr ,
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mnVmn), with μUU =
N0
2
, μV V = R(0)Es(1−ρ2)+ N02
and μUV = 0. The components of each matrix U = {Umn} and V = {Vmn} are
independent. We can thus show that [28]:
P
(
d < 0|m1(k) = 1; h˜nr(k − 1) = c˜nr , n = 1, . . . , N
)







I0(a, b) exp[−12(a2 + b2)][
1 + v2
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γ¯sym(1− ρ2) + 1 + ρ2









γ¯sym(1− ρ2) + 1 + ρ2




γ¯sym(1− ρ2) + 1
. (5.2.11)
We note that a1 < b1. Also, the conditional error probability is a function of


































[Ql(a, b)−Ql(b, a)] . (5.2.13)
Clearly, γnr follows the Chi-square distribution with 2NT degrees of freedom







As usual, we shall ordered ∞ > γ1 > . . . > γN > 0. The joint pdf of the ordered
statistics, γ = (γ1, . . . , γNs), is given by (5.1.9), but with {znr , n = 1, . . . , Ns}




by (5.1.10), but with {znr , n = 1, . . . , Ns} replaced by {γnr , n = 1, . . . , Ns}. The
pdf of g can be obtained from its CDF via fg(g) =
dFg(g)
dg
. Finally, we obtain
P(d < 0|m1(k) = 1) by averaging (5.2.13) over the distribution of g. Next, we
will look at the special case whereby the branch having the highest instantaneous
SNR is used for making the decision, i.e. when Ns = 1.
Special case : Ns = 1
Here, we consider the simplest case when Ns = 1, i.e. the branch with the
highest instantaneous SNR is selected. The pdf for g is given by (5.1.14) but with
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{znr , n = 1, . . . , Ns} replaced by {γnr , n = 1, . . . , Ns}. After averaging (5.2.13)


























l, a1, b1; q − 1, A(n0)
)]
, b1 > a1 ≥ 0
(5.2.15)






J (l, a1, b1;L, k) =I(l, a1, b1;L, k)− I(l, b1, a1;L, k), b1 > a1 ≥ 0 (5.2.17)
in which








The solution to J (l, a1, b1;L, k) for the case b1 > a1 > 0 can be found in (26)
of [68]. However, there is a typo in their expression and the correct solution
should read:













































n + l − 1
c
)}]
, b1 > a1 > 0. (5.2.19)
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where ζ1, ζ2, ξ1 and ξ2 are given by (A.9.2), (A.9.3), (A.9.4) and (A.9.5), respec-
tively. Using the alternate solution to I (l, a1, b1;L, k), derived in appendix (A.9),
we obtain
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, b1 > a1 = 0.
(5.2.20)


















































































































, a1 = 0.
(5.2.21)
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5.3 Generalized Selection Combining based on
max output
First we shall generalize the selection combining scheme based on single maximum
output, i.e. Ns = 1, to one that is based on group output, i.e. Ns > 1. For the
generalized selection combining based on maximized output, the detector will
sum up the Ns largest output individually, from the available NR branches, for
each of the symbols’ decision matrix. The symbol that corresponds to the decision
matrix with the highest sum will be decoded as the transmitted symbol.
For the DOSTBC using BPSK symbol mapping, the output from the decision
matrix, at the nrth branch, that corresponds to m1(k) taking on the symbol
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‘0’ shall be denoted by the random variable snr . The random variable (−snr)
then corresponds to the output from the decision matrix, at the nrth branch, for
symbols ‘1’. The detector will compute g0, which is the sum of the Ns largest
{snr , nr = 1 . . . , NR}, and compare it with g1 , which is the sum of the Ns largest
{−snr , nr = 1 . . . , NR}, to make a decision. For a practical BPSK system, it is
natural that we should impose the condition Ns ≤ NR/2 to avoid the same branch
being used in the computation of both g0 and g1. Clearly, when Ns = NR/2 the
generalized selection combining MO becomes the combining reception scheme.
The approach to obtain the BEP is as follows:
First, we derive the pdf and cumulative distribution function of the ran-
dom variable snr by conditioning on the message matrix M(k) having m1(k) =
1, and on the received signals vectors in the previous block, y˜nr(k − 1) =[
v˜1nr . . . v˜Lnr
]T
, nr = 1, . . . , NR. Following the same approach as presented
in section 3.2, snr is conditionally Gaussian with mean and variance given by
η = B1
∑L
l=1 |v˜ln|2 and σ2 = B2
∑L
l=1 |v˜ln|2, respectively, where B1 and B2 are
given by (5.1.3) and (5.1.4), respectively. We then average the conditional pdf
of snr (Gaussian) over the statistics of znr =
∑NT
l=1 |v˜ln|2, which is Chi-square
distributed with 2NT degrees of freedom and is as deﬁned by (5.1.6). By making
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and σz is given by (5.1.8). Using (3.381) and (8.352) of [65], we derived the
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(5.3.6)
Let s1 > . . . > sNR. Thus, we have g0 =
∑Ns
n=1 snr and−g1 =
∑NR
n=NR+1−Ns(snr),
where g0 and g1 are the outputs of the generalized selection combining MO detec-
tor for bit ’0’ and bit ’1’, respectively. The joint pdf of S = (s1, . . . , sNs, sNR+1−Ns , . . . , sN)
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Fsnr (sNs)− Fsnr (sNR+1−Ns)
]NR−2Ns
×fsnr (s1) . . . fsnr (sNs)fsnr (sNR+1−Ns) . . . fsnr (sNR) (5.3.7)
An error occurs if |g1| > |g0| which implies that g1 is negative since g1 < g0. The
BEP is, thus, given by



























∫ −(NRn=NR+1−Ns sNR+Ns2 snr )
s2
· fS(S)ds1 . . . dsNs dsNR+1−Ns . . . dsNR. (5.3.8)
To compute (5.3.8), we would need to consider the various cases depending
on the polarity of snr . For example, when Ns = 2, we would need to consider,
separately, the cases for
1. sNR < 0, sNR−1 < 0, s2 < 0, s1 < 0
2. sNR < 0, sNR−1 < 0, s2 < 0, s1 > 0
3. sNR < 0, sNR−1 < 0, s2 > 0, s1 > 0
4. sNR < 0, sNR−1 > 0, s2 > 0, s1 > 0
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Special case : Ns = 1
For Ns = 1, we have g0 = s1 and g1 = sNR and (5.3.7) reduces to
fS(s1, sNR) = NR(NR − 1)
[
Fsnr (s1)− Fsnr (sNR)












Fsnr (−sNR)− Fsnr (sNR)
]NR−1 fsnr (sNR) dsNR, (5.3.10)
which is the same expression as that obtained in [85]. However, the approach
taken by us is more general and it is not restricted to the case of Ns = 1. The
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n0, n1, n2, p1, p2
)
(−B4)NR−1−n0
· (n2 + p2 + 1− k)!






















5.4 Numerical results and Discussions
We ﬁrst performed simulations to validate the closed form results obtained in
our analysis. The Jakes’ land mobile Doppler spectrum will be assumed in our
simulations. The BCFM is assumed. The simulated results and the theoretical
results are plotted in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 for the (2 × 2, NR, 1) and the
(4 × 4, NR, 1) system respectively. A very good match is observed between the
theoretical and the simulation results. The theoretical results of the combining
reception scheme are also plotted in the same ﬁgures. As seen from Figure 5.2,
in a slowly time varying channel, all the generalized selection combining schemes
considered can attain the same diversity as that achieved by the combining recep-
tion scheme, which is the maximum possible from the MIMO system. However,
the coding gains (or rather the “combining gains”) of the various generalized
selection combining schemes are diﬀerent. As expected, the selection combining
S+N has the worse performance among all the schemes considered. The selection
combining SNR scheme oﬀers a slight improvement over the selection combining
S+N. The performance of the selection combining MO scheme is only a fraction
of a dB away from the performance of the combining reception scheme for the
above cases considered.
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Simulated points for Selection Combining-S+N scheme
Simulated points for Selection Combining-SNR scheme
Simulated points for Selection combining-MO scheme
Theoretical results for respective Selection Combining schemes
Theroretical results for Combining Reception scheme
(2×2,3,1) scheme with fdTb =1×10−2
Figure 5.2: Comparison of the Simulated and Theoretical BEP for the 2 × 2
DOSTBC, based on BCFM with Land Mobile spectrum
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Simulated points for Selection Combining-S+Nscheme
Simulated points for Selection Combining-SNRscheme
Simulated points for Selection Combining-MO scheme
Theoretical results for respective Selection Combining schemes
Theroretical results for Combining Reception scheme
(4×4,3,1) scheme with fdTb =2×10−2
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the Simulated and Theoretical BEP for the 4 × 4
DOSTBC, based on BCFM with Land Mobile spectrum
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We next investigate the performance losses (or “combining losses”), as a func-
tion of the number of receive antennas, when using the generalized selection com-
bining schemes with Ns = 1, with respect to the combining reception scheme.
Figure 5.4 and Figure5.5 compare the performances of these schemes for the
(2 × 2;NR, 1) system at BEP of Pb = 1 × 10−3 and Pb = 1 × 10−5, respectively.
Two fade rates are considered. It can be seen that the performance losses with
respect to the combining reception scheme increase marginally with increasing
normalized fading ﬂuctuation rate (fdTb) and increase with increasing receive an-
tenna (NR). The performance loss due to an increase in the fading ﬂuctuation
rate for each scheme is more signiﬁcant at higher SNR (lower Pb) and especially
so for the selection combining S+N and selection combining SNR schemes.
Although, our BEP results are derived for the MIMO system, they are also
applicable to the SIMO system. The SIMO can be viewed as a special case of
the MIMO system and we can refer the conventional diﬀerential BPSK as the
(1× 1;N,Ns) system.
5.5 Summary
An approach to obtain the closed-form BEP for DOSTBC with BPSK mapping
for the generalized selection combining scheme based on the S+N, the general-
ized selection combining scheme based on the SNR and the generalized selection
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Number of receive antenna NR
Selection Combining−S+N at  fdTb=0.01
Selection Combining−S+N at  fdTb=0.001                            
Selection Combining−SNR at  fdTb=0.01
Selection Combining−S+N at  fdTb=0.001                       
Selection Combining−MO at  fdTb=0.01
Selection Combining−MO at  fdTb=0.001                   
Figure 5.4: Comparison of BEP of (2×2, NR, 1) with combining reception scheme
at Pb = 1× 10−3 for Land Mobile Fading Spectrum
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Selection Combining−S+N,  fdTb =0.01
Selection Combining−SNR,  fdTb =0.01
Selection Combining−MO,  fdTb =0.01
Selection Combining−S+N,  fdTb =0                         
Selection Combining−SNR,  fdTb =0                           
Selection Combining−MO,  fdTb =0
Figure 5.5: Comparison of BEP of (2×2, NR, 1) with combining reception scheme
at Pb = 1× 10−5 for Land Mobile Fading Spectrum
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combining scheme based on the MO is presented. For the simplest case when
only one branch is selected, closed-form BEP expressions were provided.
Chapter 6
Performance comparison of
DOSTBC with DUSTM and
some new DUSTM constellations
We will compare the performances of DOSTBC with some USTM constellations
in this chapter. As DOSTBC is a subset of DUSTM, DUSTM will perform
better than DOSTBC in general. However, DUSTM will result in more complex
detection algorithm and this trade-oﬀ between complexity and performance has to
be considered in system designs. We will also propose new and improved unitary
signal constellations for DUSTM. The proposed constellations will be compared
with existing designs. We hope that the proposed designs can stimulate further
116
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works in these areas.
When the CSI is not available in a MIMO system, Marzetta and Hochwald [4]
showed that in a BCFM Rayleigh environment, the channel capacity could not
be increased by making the number of transmit antennas greater than the block
length, and found that the signals that achieved capacity have unique structure.
Based on the structure obtained, the same authors proposed, in [14], the signal-
ing scheme, USTM, which is ideally suited for Rayleigh BCFM environment. In
USTM, complex-valued signals that are orthonormal with respect to time among
the diﬀerent transmit antennas are transmitted and it includes the OSTBC as a
special example. We can view the complex signal constellations as vector func-
tion of time and the message information is carried in the directions of these
vectors. A systematic method for creating USTM constellations is proposed by
Hochwald, et al [44]. The construction begins with the knowledge of the ﬁrst
unitary matrix and the remaining unitary matrices are obtained by successively
rotating the known matrix in a high-dimension complex space. To extend the
coding scheme to a continuously time varying channel in which the channels are
approximately constant over two block intervals, the DUSTM scheme is devel-
oped in [17]. In [18], DUSTM based on group codes is emphasized. A class of
signal constellations for DUSTM called parametric codes is proposed by Liang
and Xia [88] and the codes show signiﬁcant performance improvement over the
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cyclic codes in [17] and [18]. However, the codes in [88] are designed for two
transmit antennas only. Shan, Nallanathan and Kam extended the idea of [88]
further in [45] and new signal constellations for DUSTM are proposed for an
even number of transmit antennas, and we shall refer to the codes in Shan, Nal-
lanathan and Kam [45] as SNK codes. The SNK constellations are crafted from
the diagonal cyclic generator [17] [18] and square rotation matrices which use the
2×2 rotation matrices as basic building blocks. Although the SNK codes perform
better than the cyclic codes in [17] and [18], they are not truly optimal due to the
restrictive structure of the codes. Moreover, the SNK codes design is restricted
to an even number of transmits antennas only. Here, we will develop the ideas
of [88] and [45] further, and propose new DUSTM constellations which are less
restrictive than the SNK constellations and which are applicable to any number
of transmit antennas. The proposed unitary designs structure are constructed
from fundamental building blocks which comprise of the generator matrices of
diagonal cyclic codes, and the 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 rotational matrices. Searches
are conducted on the proposed structure to obtain codes which perform better
than previously proposed DUSTM. As the search criteria used in the searches
for DUSTM constellations are SNR dependent, we shall consider the low-SNR
search criteria and the high-SNR search criteria only. The diversity product, ζ ,
in [17] [88] can be used to compare SER performance in the high SNR operating
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range. The diversity sum, δ, in [88] can be used to compare SER performance
in the low SNR operating range. We shall denote codes designed for use in the
high and low SNR regions as hi-SNR codes and lo-SNR codes, respectively. The
searches for unitary constellations are conducted using the diversity product and
diversity sum criteria to obtain full-rank hi-SNR and full-rank lo-SNR codes,
respectively. As our searches are conducted based on minimizing the pairwise
symbol error probability (PWEP), and not on minimizing the BEP, we will only
compare the block error rate of the various DUSTM codes and DOSTBC (if
applicable) here.
In section 6.1, we will introduce the search criteria used in our searches. The
proposed structures for our new and improved unitary constellations for DUSTM
are presented in section 6.2. The numerical and simulation results are presented
in section 6.3.
6.1 Search criteria for DUSTM
For the iid Rayleigh ﬂat-fading environment in which the channels remained
















= σnt (Gc −Gc′) represents the ntth singular value of the L×L diﬀer-
ence matrix Gc−Gc′ for nt = 1, 2, . . . , NT . In the limit as γ¯ →∞, minimizing the
above bound over all possible distinct codeword pairs, is equivalent to maximizing













We note that the singular values of the diﬀerence matrix (Gc−Gc′) are also the
eigenvalues of the matrix (Gc−Gc′)H(Gc−Gc′). Hence, the “diversity product”
criterion is similar to the Determinant criterion introduced in [7]- which is used to
designed STC at the high SNR region when CSI is available at the receivers. This
implies that the DUSTM scheme can make use of unitary constellations designed
for the known channel cases, and vice versa. The result is not surprising as we
can view the previous block as a training block from which the channel is learned
since the channels are assumed constant over two block intervals.
In the low SNR region, a possible design criteria for designing DUSTM codes















Maximizing the diversity sum has the same eﬀect as maximizing the minimum
Euclidean distance between all distinct codeword pairs.
We will propose new USTM structures for L ranging from three to six.
Searches are conducted using the diversity product and/or the diversity sum
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criteria. In order to achieve the maximum diversity, NTNR, we will only consider
(Gc −Gc′) to be of full rank.
6.2 New Constellations for DUSTM
We propose to construct our full rank unitary matrices via the product of a
diagonal unitary matrix and rotation matrices. The rotation matrices serve to
distribute evenly the entries of the diagonal unitary matrix over time and space
so as to produce a more diverse set of unitary matrices. We propose the following





R3(θk1, 1, 0, tanα)
]c
,
for c = 0, 1, . . . , C − 1 (6.2.1)
In (6.2.1),
w = exp(j2π/C) (6.2.2)
and
θk1 = 2πk1/C. (6.2.3)
The four integers d1, d2, d3, k1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , C − 1} and the angle α ∈ [0, π] are
variables to be determined from the computer search for the constellation which
yields the largest diversity product and/or the largest diversity sum. The notation
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diag(.) refers to a diagonal matrix with the arguments as the diagonal entries.
The matrix, R3(θ, n1, n2, n3), denotes the 3-D rotation matrix with a rotation
angle θ about an axis identiﬁed by a unit vector [n1 n2 n3]
H and is given in
general from [89] by




























To reduce the number of variables in the search, we have restricted the axis of
the 3-D rotation matrix in (6.2.1) to lie on the X-Z plane by setting n1=1, n2=0
and n3=tanα, where α is the angle formed between the axis of rotation and the
X-axis.
For 4× 4 unitary constellations, we propose
Gc =
[








, for c = 0, 1, . . . , C − 1. (6.2.5)
Here R2(θk) =
[
cos θk sin θk
− sin θk cos θk
]
is the 2 × 2 rotation matrix, ⊗ denotes the
Kronecker (or tensor) product and θki=2πki/C, i = 1, 2.
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In the same way, for 5× 5 unitary matrices, we propose
Gc =
[





03×2 R3(θk2 , 1, 0, tanα)
]c
, for c = 0, . . . , C − 1 (6.2.6)
and ﬁnally for the 6× 6 unitary matrices, we propose:
Gc =
[






R3(θk2 , 1, 0, tanα)⊗ I2
]c
, for c = 0, 1, . . . , C − 1. (6.2.7)
In (6.2.5), (6.2.6) and (6.2.7), the integers di ∈ {0, 1, . . . , C − 1} , i = 1, 2, . . . , L,
and ki ∈ {0, 1, . . . , C − 1} , i = 1, 2, together with the angle α ∈ [0, π] are para-
meters to be determined from our search.
We note that all the proposed matrices have a circulant structure in both
diversity product and diversity sum which greatly reduces the search complexity.
To further minimize the search complexity, we shall restrict our searches to sit-
uations where the cardinality, C, of the DUSTM is even. For this even case, we
propose a symmetric G, such that if Gc belongs to G, then (−Gc) also belongs
to G. Hence, we simplify our searches by restricting di to be an odd integer and
ki to be an even integer. This will yield Gc = (−Gc+C/2).
In constellations given by (6.2.1), we found that it is suﬃcient to consider the
values of k1 and α in the rotation matrix, R3, in the intervals [0, C/2] and [0, π/4],
respectively, as the results obtained are symmetrical about these boundaries. We
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shall impose the same restrictions on the rotation matrix, R3, in constellations
given by (6.2.6) and (6.2.7) to simplify the searches. We further note that when we
set k2 to zero in constellations given by (6.2.5), we obtain the SNK constellation
[45]. Borrowing the observation from [45] and, in constellations given by (6.2.5),
we propose a partial search by imposing the restrictions that d2=d1+2, d4=d3+2
and k1,k2 ∈ [0, C/4]. Similarly, in constellations given by (6.2.7), we limit our
searches to the cases where we have d2=d1+2, d3=d2+2, d5=d4+2, d6=d5+2 and
k1 ∈ [0, C/4]. In constellations given by (6.2.6), we performed our searches by
setting d2 to d1+2, as these are the only two diagonal elements that are subject
to manipulation by the 2×2 rotation matrix. The restriction k1 ∈ [0, C/4] for the
rotation matrix, R2, is imposed as before. We maximize the diversity product,
ζ , and diversity sum, δ, by varying α from 0 to π/4 in steps of 0.01. Once the
code is found, we do a local optimization by varying α with a smaller step size of
0.001 and with the same set of values of di and ki as before. Table 6.1 presents
the maximum values of the diversity products, ζ , along with the corresponding
diversity sums, δ, for our suggested constellations. The corresponding codes are
listed in table 6.3. Table 6.2 gives the maximum values of the diversity sums, δ,
and the corresponding diversity products, ζ . The codes which correspond to the
maximum diversity sum are listed in table 6.4. The maximum diversity products
and maximum diversity sums of the cyclic codes of [17] and [18], the codes in [45]
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and the orthogonal codes are also included in the tables for comparison. We
observe that our proposed code is the best of the three due to its more “dispersed”
nature.
Table 6.1: Comparison of Maximum Diversity Product
L C Our code Cyclic code SNK code [45] Orthogonal Code
max ζ δ max ζ δ max ζ δ max ζ δ
3 8 0.647 0.693 0.513 0.618 NA NA NA NA
16 0.565 0.626 0.448 0.588 NA NA NA NA
32 0.459 0.565 0.334 0.383 NA NA NA NA
64 0.416 0.551 0.277 0.344 NA NA NA NA
4 8 0.707 0.707 0.595 0.707 0.707 0.707 NA NA
16 0.615 0.707 0.545 0.707 0.615 0.707 0.5 0.5
32 0.595 0.707 0.383 0.383 0.545 0.707 NA NA
64 0.437 0.707 0.340 0.421 0.406 0.466 0.408 0.408
5 8 0.670 0.699 0.544 0.655 NA NA NA NA
16 0.601 0.628 0.457 0.537 NA NA NA NA
32 0.549 0.595 0.410 0.575 NA NA NA NA
6 8 0.707 0.707 0.595 0.707 0.707 0.707 NA NA
16 0.603 0.707 0.507 0.618 0.595 0.707 NA NA
32 0.553 0.651 0.448 0.588 0.522 0.625 NA NA
64 0.507 0.577 0.379 0.383 0.450 0.531 NA NA
6.3 Simulation Results
First, we did simulations to compare the proposed codes with previously pro-
posed unitary constellations of [17], [18] and [45]. It is found that the proposed
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Table 6.2: Comparison of Maximum Diversity Sum
L C Our code Cyclic code SNK code [45] Orthogonal Code
max δ ζ max δ ζ max δ ζ max δ ζ
3 8 0.707 0.457 0.618 0.513 NA NA NA NA
16 0.673 0.508 0.588 0.448 NA NA NA NA
32 0.658 0.331 0.480 0.280 NA NA NA NA
64 0.609 0.244 0.424 0.212 NA NA NA NA
4 8 0.707 0.707 0.707 0.595 0.707 0.707 NA NA
16 0.707 0.615 0.707 0.545 0.707 0.615 0.5 0.5
32 0.707 0.595 0.555 0.366 0.707 0.545 NA NA
64 0.707 0.437 0.523 0.232 0.567 0.174 0.408 0.408
5 8 0.707 0.665 0.655 0.544 NA NA NA NA
16 0.687 0.541 0.638 0.444 NA NA NA NA
32 0.681 0.431 0.575 0.410 NA NA NA NA
6 8 0.707 0.707 0.707 0.595 0.707 0.707 NA NA
16 0.707 0.603 0.625 0.461 0.707 0.595 NA NA
32 0.707 0.437 0.618 0.433 0.640 0.397 NA NA
64 0.662 0.377 0.567 0.327 0.633 0.297 NA N
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Table 6.3: Proposed hi-SNR Codes
L C Proposed hi-SNR codes
[d1, d2, d3, . . .] [k1, k2, . . .] α
3 8 [1,1,3] [4] 0.473
16 [3,7,9] [4] 0.805
32 [5,17,25] [6] 0.286
64 [49,5,29] [2] 0.538
4 8 [3,5,7,9] [2,0] -
16 [7,9,15,1] [2,0] -
32 [1,3,13,15] [4,8] -
64 [3,5,11,13] [16,2] -
5 8 [3,5,1,7,3] [2,4] 0.473
16 [7,9,1,13,3] [2,4] 0.658
32 [15,17,19,3,29] [4,2] 0.542
6 8 [3,5,7,1,3,5] [2,2] 0
16 [7,9,11,5,7,9] [2,6] 0
32 [11,13,15,25,27,29] [8,6] 0.436
64 [31,33,35,29,31,33] [4,22] 0
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Table 6.4: Proposed lo-SNR Codes
L C Proposed lo-SNR Codes
[d1, d2, d3, . . .] [k1, k2, . . .] α
3 8 [5,3,1] [2] pi/4
16 [1,7,11] [2] 0.582
32 [5,19,23] [6] 0.717
64 [31,23,7] [6] 0.747
4 8 [3,5,7,9] [2,0] -
16 [7,9,15,1] [2,0] -
32 [1,3,13,15] [4,8] -
64 [3,5,11,13] [16,2] -
5 8 [3,5,3,3,1] [2,4] 0.542
16 [1,3,1,7,11] [4,2] 0.585
32 [3,5,15,17,19] [2,6] 0.670
6 8 [3,5,7,1,3,5] [2,2] 0
16 [7,9,11,5,7,9] [2,6] 0
32 [1,3,5,21,23,25] [4,8] 0
64 [37,39,41,13,15,17] [12,6] 0
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constellations have the best performance, as predicted from the improvement in
the diversity product and diversity sum. Fig. 6.1 compares the block error rate of
the hi-SNR codes of the proposed constellations with that of previously proposed
constellations for block length of L=3 and L=4, with NT = L transmit anten-
nas, NR=1 receive antenna and cardinality C=32. Each block consists of one
space-time symbol. We assume a slow, land mobile channel with Jakes’ fading
model with normalized fade rates of fdTs=3.56x10
−3 and fdTs=7.1x10−3. Data
decisions are made using the ML detector (2.2.2). It is seen from ﬁg. 6.1 that,
for the case with four transmit antennas, a normalized fade rate of 3.56x10−3 and
at the block (space-time symbol) error probability of 10−4, our proposed code
has an improvement of approximately 1dB and 2.5dB over the SNK code and
the cyclic code, respectively. We noted that our proposed codes have a much
lower error rate ﬂoor as compared to the error ﬂoor suﬀered by the cyclic code.
For the normalized fade rate of 7.1x10−3, the error ﬂoor of our proposed code in
ﬁg. 6.1 with NT=4 transmit antennas is approximately 1.86x10
−5 whereas the
cyclic code suﬀers an error ﬂoor of 5.14x10−5. The error ﬂoor of the SNK code
is 1.97x10−5, which is nearly the same as that suﬀers by our code. With NT=3
transmit antennas and at the same normalized fade rate of 7.1x10−3, the error
ﬂoors for our proposed code and the cyclic code in ﬁg. 6.1 are approximately
1.8x10−4 and 2.5x10−4, respectively.
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Next, we compare the hi-SNR codes of our proposed constellations with the
previously proposed constellations and with the DOSTBC for L = NT=4, NR=1
and C=64. The simulated block error rate is plotted in ﬁg 6.2 with the SCFM
and with normalized Doppler bandwidth fdTd = 3.56e − 3. For the DOSTBC,
the theoretical block error rate is plotted. The 4×4, rate r = 3
4
DOSTBC using
QPSK mapping will give C=64. The error of each QPSK symbol is given by
Ps = 2Pb−P 2b , where Pb is the BEP and which is derived in section 4.1. Since, each
DOSTBC consists of three QPSK symbols, the block error rate of the DOSTBC
will be given as Pblock = 3Ps−3P 2s +P 3s . Again, our code has the best block error
performance among all. The DOSTBC has the worst block error performance
at the low SNR region which agrees with the fact that its diversity sum is the
worse. The performance gain from using our proposed codes compared with the
DOSTBC is only a fraction of a dB at γ¯T
NR
= 25dB. Thus, one might prefer to
use the DOSTBC in this instance in view of the simplicity in its ML decoder.
Moreover, we are comparing the performance in terms of the block error rate and
not bit error rate, as our search criteria are based on minimizing the pairwise block
error probability. This is because an optimal bit mapping scheme/algorithm,
similar to the Gray coding used in DOSTBC, has not being developed. Thus, an
eﬀective search criteria based on bit error probability is not available yet.
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6.4 Summary
Here, we have compared DOSTBC with existing DUSTM constellations and a
new class of DUSTM constellations. The new class of unitary signal constellations
is constructed from fundamental building blocks which comprise the diagonal
cyclic code generator, and the 2× 2 and 3× 3 rotational matrices. The structure
of the codes is speciﬁed for three to six transmit antennas only; although the same
construction technique can be used to construct unitary codes for any number of
transmit antennas. The proposed code is “richer” than DOSTBC and existing
DUSTM constellations due to its more “disperse” nature.
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1) NT=3, hi−SNR cyclic code,      fdTs=7.1x10
−3
  
2) NT=3, hi−SNR cyclic code,      fdTs=3.56x10
−3
 
3) NT=3, proposed hi−SNR code, fdTs=7.1x10
−3
     
4) NT=3, proposed hi−SNR code, fdTs=3.56x10
−3
    
5) NT=4, hi−SNR cyclic code,      fdTs=7.1x10
−3
  
6) NT=4, hi−SNR cyclic code,      fdTs=3.56x10
−3
 
7) NT=4, hi−SNR SNK code,       fdTs=7.1x10
−3
 
8) NT=4, hi−SNR SNK code,       fdTs=3.56x10
−3
9) NT=4, proposed hi−SNR code, fdTs=7.1x10
−3
     
10)NT=4, proposed hi−SNR code,fdTs=3.56x10
−3
     
Figure 6.1: Block Error Rate for L = NT=3,4, NR=1, and C=32, DUSTM
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hi−SNR SNK code  
hi−SNR cyclic code
DOSTBC
Figure 6.2: Block Error Rate for L = NT=4, NR=1, and C=64, DUSTM, fdTs =
3.56e− 3
Chapter 7
Conclusions and future works
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, theoretical analysis for the bit error rate of DOSTBC with M-PSK
symbol mapping has been presented. For the static channel or when the channel
ﬂuctuation are slow enough such that the channels remain unchanged for two
code blocks duration, the BEP is derived for the generalized channels, i.e., both
the distributions and the mean square path gains of the channels are, in general,
diﬀerent for diﬀerent transmit-receive antennas pairs.
For the case when the channels stay unchanged during a block duration and
ﬂuctuate from block to block, simple BEP expressions are derived for iid Rayleigh
channels and for iid Rician channels. For the Rician channels, the BEP is de-
rived for DOSTBC with two transmit antennas and with BPSK symbol mapping
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only. BEP expressions are also derived for DOSTBC with suboptimal combin-
ing schemes in iid Rayleigh channels. Combining schemes based on S+N, SNR
and MO are considered. For the more general case when the fading parameters
ﬂuctuate from symbol to symbol, the same set of BEP expressions obtained for
the BCFM can be used to estimate the BEP. In such a case, we merely need to
determine the mean ﬂuctuation of the fading processes within two consecutive
transmission blocks to evaluate the BEP expressions.
The results here are fundamental but yet important as the performances of
DOSTBC are frequently used as a benchmark against newly developed codes.
Finally, we compared the performances of DOSTBC with some DUSTM constel-
lations, including a new improved class of unitary constellations proposed by us,
to demonstrate the applications of the BEP results.
The mathematic tools developed in the thesis can also be applied to study the
BEP of the less complex coherent case. For the coherent system, the generic form
of expression for the error probability often involves the Gaussian Q-function and





γ)p(γ; {·})dγ [35]. By using




























tion to the inner integral can be obtained using the results in Appendix A for a
large variety of channel models. Thus, the integral I reduces to an integral with
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ﬁnite limits, and which can be easily evaluated numerically.
7.2 Future Works
For the static channels, we are able to obtain the BEP expression for the gener-
alized channels. However, when the channels ﬂuctuate from block to block, BEP
expressions are obtained for the iid Rayleigh/Rician channels only. We could
extend the works to the non-identical channels. The simple analysis presented in
chapter 4 are not applicable to the non-identical Rayleigh/Rician cases as (4.1.8)
and (4.2.9) no longer holds for the non-identical Rayleigh and non-identical Ri-
cian channels, respectively. In such a case, the covariance matrix is a function
of both the current message matrix, M˜(k) and the transmitted matrix in the
previous block, X˜(k − 1). To evaluate the BEP, we would have to consider the
BEP for all the permutations of M˜(k) and X˜(k − 1) and to perform averaging.
For the special case when we have semi-identical channels, (4.1.8) and (4.2.9)
are still valid except for the fact that Rd(0) is a function of the receive antenna.
Consequently, the same analysis presented in chapter 4 can still be applied to
obtain the BEP.
We also noted that the BEP expression obtained for the iid Rician case,
in chapter 4, is applicable to BPSK only. New mathematical tools could be
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developed to obtain simple BEP expression for the QPSK, etc. For the sub-
optimal selection combining scheme presented in chapter 5, the same analysis
can be extended to QPSK, 8PSK and 16PSK by using (3.1.3) through (3.1.6) for
the maximum S+N and maximum SNR scheme but not for the MO scheme as we
shall explain here. Assuming the QPSK case with gray coding and let g00, g11,
g01 and g10 be the outputs of the generalized selection combining MO detector
for the symbols ‘00’, ‘11’, ‘01’ and ‘10’, respectively. We further assume that ‘00’
is transmitted and a 1-bit error will occur if max(g01, g10) > max(g00, g11). As
the random variables max(g01, g10) and max(g00, g11) are correlated and we do
not know how to obtain the joint distribution, we cannot proceed to obtain the
BEP with the same technique. This is an unsolved problem even for the SIMO
system which will need to be addressed with more advance technique.
We could also extend the work for the non-static channel to channels other
than the Rayleigh/Rician channel. Currently, the non-static channel models that
are available in the literature are restricted to the Rayleigh/Rician cases only.
More eﬀort can be channeled into the development of channel model for the non-
static channel. In the recent work by Yacoub et al [90], the joint distribution
of the phase and envelope of the Nakagami-m channel was proposed. Based on
the phase distribution proposed in [90], a channel model for the case of non-zero
Doppler frequency could be proposed for the Nakagami-m fading.
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We have seen that the methodologies used in chapter 6 to compare codes are
not suﬃcient. The search criteria do not take into account the bit error proba-
bility, for example. The search for better methodologies to design more superior
codes should be an ongoing process. In particular, we should focus on ﬁnding an
eﬀective technique to jointly design principle codes that are concatenated with
an outer channel codes.
Appendix A
Evaluation of the Integral∫∞
0 γ
L exp(−kγ)p (γ; {·}) dγ
We wish to investigate the integrals having the generic form
I ({·} ;L, k) =
∫ ∞
0
γL exp(−kγ)p (γ; {·}) dγ, (A.0.1)
where Re(k) > 0 and L ∈ Z+. Here, Z+ denotes the set of non-negative integers.
The function p (γ; {·}) is, in general, given by the pdf of the SNR/symbol on
a certain fading channel. We will evaluate I ({·} ;L, k) for the pdf of fading
channels listed in Table 3.1 and when p (γ; {·}) = Ql(a1√γ, b1√γ). The notation














A.1 Nakagami-m and Rayleigh fading channel









use of the result
∫ ∞
0
xm exp(−kx)dx = m!
km+1
(A.1.1)
to evaluate the integral I ({·} ;L, k), and we obtain











for the Rayleigh (m = 1) case.
A.2 Nakagami-q fading channel













for the Nakagami-q fading
channel. To evaluate the integral I ({·} ;L, k), we make use of the result (8.431.2)






1−t2 exp(−xt)dt, (A.1.1) and an appropriate change
of integral to arrive at












+ k and k4 =
1−q4
4q2γ¯
. Using (3.661.4) of [65] , we arrive at















where (2n + 1)!! = 1 · 3 . . . (2n + 1) and (2n)!! = 2 · 4 . . . (2n).
A.3 Rician fading channel




















βγ)dγ. By using (6.643.2), (9.231.2) and (9.231.1) of [65]
and the substitution z = −β
α




























I ({·} ;L, k) = 1























By using the substitution x = 10 log10 γ−μl√
2σl
, the integral I ({·} ;L, k) for the log-
































where xi and wi are zeros and weight factors of the N -order Hermite polynomial.
A.5 Nakagami-m lognormal fading channel


















To evaluate I ({·} ;L, k) for the Nakagami-m lognormal channel, we make use of
(A.1.1) followed by the substitution x = 10 log10 γ¯−μm√
2σm
to arrive at




























A.6 Rice-lognormal fading channel





















− (10 log10 γ¯−μm)2
2σ2m
)
dγ¯; γ ≥ 0. To evaluate I ({·} ;L, k), we
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make use of (A.3.1) and we substitute x = 10 log10 γ¯−μm√
2σm
to obtain


















































A.7 Chun Loo’s Land Mobile Satellite Channel





















− (10 log10 γ¯s−μs)2
2σ2s
)
dγ¯s; γ ≥ 0. To evaluate the integral I ({·} ;L, k),



































































A.8 Generalized Rice-lognormal fading channel
For the case when the shadowing on the LOS and the shadowing on the dispersed
components of the signals are equal, i.e. ρl = 1, the GRLN fading channel re-
duces to the Rice-lognormal fading channel and integral I ({·} ;L, k) is given by
(A.6.1). For ρl 
= 1, p(γ;μs, μd, σs, σd, ρl) can be found in Table 3.1. To evaluate
I ({·} ;L, k) for such a case, we utilize (A.3.1) and the substitution
x =
10 log10 γ¯s − (μs + ρl σsσd 10 log10 σ¯d − ρl σsσdμd)√
2(1− ρ2l )σs
and the Gauss-Hermite approx-
imation to arrive at





































Finally, we use the substitution y = 10 log10 γ¯d−μd√
2σd
and the Gauss-Hermite ap-
proximation to obtain









































where yj and w
′
j are zeros and weight factors of the N
′-order Hermite polynomial.
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A.9 Generalized Marcum-Q function








l is a positive integer, Re {k} > 0, and L ∈ Z+. The solution to the problem is
available in [68]. However, we note that there is a typo in (21) of [68] and the
correct expression for the integral is provided below:

































n + l − 1
c
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Here, we present alternative expressions for I(l, a1, b1;L, k). When a1 = b1 = 0,
we obtain the trivial solution
I(l, a1, b1;L, k) = 0, a1 = b1 = 0. (A.9.6)
Next, we consider the solutions for the cases when a1 > b1 > 0, b1 > a1 > 0,























α2 − 1. (A.9.7)
Using the above in equations (8),(9) and (18) of [68], we obtain :
































n + l − 1
c
)}]
, b1 > a1 > 0. (A.9.8)



































n + l − 1
c
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, a1 > b1 > 0. (A.9.9)
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. Thus, I(l, 0, b1;L, k) can be shown to be









Γ(L+ 1 + n)
(L+ 12/2 + k)L+1+n , b1 > a1 = 0. (A.9.13)
Using the fact that Qm (a1, 0) = 1, we have
I(l, a1, b1;L, k) = Γ(L+ 1)
kL+1
, a1 > b1 = 0. (A.9.14)
Appendix B
Conditional Multi-variate
Distributions of Complex normal
variables
Let p˜ = y˜n(k − 1) ∼ CN (0,Rpp) and q˜ = y˜n(k) ∼ CN (0,Rqq). We have
from [72],
η˜ = E[q˜|p˜] = RqpR−1pp p˜ (B.0.1)
and
Σ = var[q˜|p˜] = Rqq −RqpR−1pp Rpq, (B.0.2)
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where Rpq is the covariance matrix between p˜ and q˜. It is easy to obtain
Rpp = Rqq = (2R(0)Es + N0)I (B.0.3)
and





M˜(k)r˜n(k − 1) (B.0.5)
and
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